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Random networks of one-dimensional conductive nanomaterials are unique 
structures that exhibit nominal properties useful in flexible thin-film electronics; 
however, a greater understanding of these properties is necessary to enable high 
performance device functionality.  This thesis presents a comprehensive investigation 
into the various mechanisms that determine certain characteristics of random networks 
composed of either carbon nanotubes or silver nanowires.  In Chapter 1 we outline the 
motivation and structure of the dissertation.  In Chapter 2, we explore the properties of 
carbon nanotube spray-coatings, and their application as conductive electrodes for 
various devices.  In this chapter, an ink composed of originally grown nanotubes with a 
tailored wall number is demonstrated to enable spray-coatings with conductivities 
reaching 2100 S/cm, which is the highest conductivity for spray-coated carbon nanotube 
random networks from surfactant-free inks.  In Chapter 3, we introduce a synthesis 
 
 
technique to form a new nanostructure of boron-doped few walled carbon nanotubes 
directed at lowering the bulk resistivity of the nanotube growth yield.  An investigation 
into the structure, morphology, and composition of the boron-doped nanotubes is 
conducted and compared to undoped few walled nanotubes from the previous chapter.  In 
Chapter 4, we explore the properties of random networks of originally grown Ag NWs 
and their application towards transparent conducting electrodes for thin-film solar cells.  
The impact of transmission haze in transparent conducting electrodes is investigated, 
which provides evidence that the current performance metric of transparent conducting 
electrodes is insufficient at evaluating their performance in thin-film solar cell devices.  
In Chapter 5, we expound upon our evidence that transmission haze is a beneficial 
property for transparent conducting electrodes in thin-film solar cells by introducing a 
novel Ag NW paper hybrid network that form a transparent conducting electrode with 
exceptional properties. The combined high transmittance, low sheet resistance, and high 
transmission haze measured and studied in this new Ag NW paper structure suggests that 
is the highest performing transparent conducting electrode for thin-film solar cells.  In 
Chapter 6, we consider the impact of this dissertation on the current thin-film technology.  
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Figure 3.15: ATR-FTIR spectrum of Growth 1 BFWNTs with the wavenumber of 
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Figure 3.16: FTIR spectrum generated from an ATR measurement of grey “ash” from 
Growth 1 of the CVD synthesis of BFWNTs as depicted in Figure 3.3. 
 
Figure 3.17: FTIR spectrum generated from an ATR measurement of grey “ash” from 
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Figure 3.18: SEM images of spray-coated surface of methanol-washed BFWNTs refluxed 
in 10 M HNO3 for 2 hours and dispersed in IPA at an approximate concentration of 0.6 
mg/mL. 
 
Figure 3.19: FTIR spectrum generated from an ATR measurement of Growth 1 of the 
CVD synthesis of BFWNTs after an oxidation at 500 °C for 1 hour. 
 
Figure 3.20: Raman spectra of BFWNTs that were synthesized via a CVD conducted at a 
850 °C growth temperature with a 2.0 atm% boron source solution containing an 
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ethanol/methanol mixture as a solvent with a 1:1 weight ratio (a) as grown, and that were 
purified at (b) 500 °C and (c) 625 °C. 
 
Figure 3.21: TEM images of BFWNTs synthesized via a CVD conducted at a 850 °C 
growth temperature with a 2.0 atm% boron source solution containing an 
ethanol/methanol mixture as a solvent with a 1:1 weight ratio. 
 
Figure 4.1: Plots of the transmittance and coverage density with respect to sheet 
resistance for networks of (a) long Ag NWs (19 𝜇m) purchased from Blue nano and (b) 
short Ag NWs (11 𝜇m) purchased from Nanogap compared to ITO and fluorine doped tin 
oxide (FTO).  Non-linear curve fits of the experimental data for the transmittance and 
coverage density are also plotted for each of the short and long nanowire samples.  This 
figure is printed from Sepulveda-Mora, et al., J. of Nanomaterials, 2012. 
 
Figure 4.2: (a) A TEM image of silver seeds for nanowire growth (inset demonstrating 
the crystal planes). This image was printed from Sun et al., Nanoscale, 2010.
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 (b) A 
schematic of a silver nanowire seed mediated growth reaction where the silver seed 
solution that act as nucleation sites for titrated silver ions (Ag
+
).  The simultaneous 
formation of silver bromide (AgBr) from the addition of a competing salt (KBr) in the 
seed solution tapers the nucleation of silver ions on the seed particles in order to monitor 
the diameter.  The presence of ethylene glycol (EG) perpetuates the one-dimensional 
propagation of nanowire growth by bonding to the (100) planes of the nanowire. 
 
Figure 4.3: Images of the (a) seed solution before the titration of AgNO3 and (b) the 
solution after the titration of AgNO3, where the translucent yellow seed solution has 
transformed into a brownish-grey opaque solution. 
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Figure 4.6: Images that illustrate (a) a vacuum filtered Ag NW network derived from an 
ink suspension and (b) an example of a dry-transferred electrode random network of Ag 
NWs on a PDMS substrate. 
 
Figure 4.7: A plot of the photon energy of incident light waves versus the absorption 
coefficient of silicon that demonstrates thin films of silicon (<1 μm) are inadequate 
absorbers of light at their band gap energy. 
 
Figure 4.8: A schematic that demonstrates path length of light propagating through a TCE 
with high optical haze is longer than for low optical haze, which enables greater light 




Figure 4.9: Schematic of the 2D simulation setup used to calculate the light scattering 
behavior at normal incidence from a single silver nanowire with a radius of R. The center 
of the nanowire is the origin of the axes. The green box represents a Total Field Scattered 
Field (TFSF) source with a length of 500 nm in the x-direction. The length is chosen 
according to the average spacing between Ag NW as calculated from SEM images. 
 
Figure 4.10: A schematic illustrating the experimental mechanism used to measure the 
transmission haze of a substrate with an integrating sphere and a back reflector; (a) the 
total diffuse scattering through the substrate is measured by detecting the light that does 
not transmit through the open window at a 0° angle from the perpendicular axis to the 
surface of the substrate, (b) the total transmittance through the substrate is measured by 
placing a white reflecting surface at the back window so as to detect all the light 
transmitted through the substrate, (c-d) and the experimental error of the system is 
measured to be subtracted from the data taken. 
 
Figure 4.11: The SEM images of Ag NW; a) percolation network of the film with small 
diameters, b) display of small Ag NW diameters with little deviation, the diameters are as 
small as ~60 nm, c) percolation network of film with large diameters, d) display of large 
Ag NW diameters with little deviation, averaged to be ~150 nm.. 
 
Figure 4.12: Simulation of the transmittance for a large (150nm) and small (60nm) 
diameter nanowire with (a) TE polarization, (b) TM polarization, and (c) averaged 
transmission; and the transmission haze simulation for a large (150nm) and small (60nm) 
diameter nanowire with (d) TE polarization, (e) TM polarization, and (f) averaged haze 
factor of Ag NW’s with different diameters (60nm and 150nm). 
 
Figure 4.13: Simulation of the normalized scattered field intensity versus scattering angle 
from the axis normal to the silver nanowire with diffuse scattering represented by acute 
angles (0-90° and 270°-360°) and backscattering represented by obtuse angles (90-270°) 
for (a) TE polarization and (b) TM polarization and (c) average of TE and TM for 60 nm 
and 150 nm diameter silver nanowires. (a) and (b) are in log scale and (c) is in linear 
scale for clarity. 
 
Figure 4.14: (a) The transmittance spectrum for the various films formed from vacuum 
filtration of Ag NW dispersions with large diameters (~150 nm), and b) the transmittance 
spectrum for the various films formed from vacuum filtration of Ag NW dispersions with 
small diameters (~60 nm). 
 
Figure 4.15: (a) Comparison of experimental transmittance data for a small diameter (~60 
nm) Ag NW TCE film with Rs = 45 Ω/sq and a large diameter (~150 nm) Ag NW TCE 
film with Rs = 35 Ω/sq, and b) haze factor comparison between the same small diameter 
and large diameter Ag NW TCE films. 
 




Figure 4.17: The synthesis setup for a fabrication of CZTS nanorods. In a typical 
synthesis, copper(II) acetylacetonate (0.261g, 1mmol), Zinc acetate (0.091g, 0.5mmol), 
Tin(IV) acetate (0.177g, 0.5mmol) and TOPO (1.353g, 3.5mmol) were mixed with 10mL 
of 1-octadecene in a three-neck round-bottom flask and evacuated at room temperature 
for 30-45mins. The solution was then heated to 240-260°C under an argon atmosphere. 
At 150- 160°C, a mixture of 0.25mL 1-dodecanethiol and 1.75mL t-dodecanethiol was 
quickly injected into the flask which resulted in an immediate color change from dark 
green to wine red and then finally to brown. After injection, the reaction was allowed to 
proceed for 15-30 minutes with continuous stirring. The nanorod growth was terminated 
by a removal of the heating mantle and at 80°C, 2–4 ml anhydrous toluene were added to 
the mixture to quench the reaction. 
 
Figure 4.18: TEM images of CZTS nanorods at different magnifications demonstrating 
varying degrees of self-alignment (a, b), and a HRTEM image of a CZTS nanorod 
demonstrating the atomic crystalline structure. 
 
Figure 4.19: A plot of the CZTS concentration in solution versus the absorbance of that 
solution at 500 nm, and a linear fit of the regression.  The slope of the linear regression is 
calculated to be α = 0.02, which is the absorption coefficient as calculated by this plot. 
 
Figure 4.20: A plot of the (αhν)^2 versus hν that demonstrates a linear fit intercepting the 
x-axis at approximately 1.43 eV. 
 
Figure 4.21: TEM images of a thin-film composed of CZTS nanorods coated onto a 
molybdenum sputtered soda lime glass substrate, which is then annealed at 500 °C for 
10-15 min in a selenium environment.   
 
Figure 4.22: SEM-EDS spectra at different locations on annealed CZTS thin-film layers, 
with corresponding SEM images with the scan location marked and tables of the atomic 
compositions at each scan. 
 
Figure 5.1: A schematic detailing the derivation of wood fibers from trees as well as the 
hierarchical structure of these wood fibers, which enables cellulose nanofibers and 
microfibers to be extracted from the cell wall of the wood fibers. 
 
Figure 5.2: A schematic depicting the random network of nanofibrillated cellulose (NFC) 
with approximate diameters less than 15 nm as illustrated in the inset TEM image. 
 
Figure 5.3: A schematic of how an opaque porous network of wood fibers with diameters 
between 10-50 𝜇m is transformed into a transparent substrate with significant diffuse 
scattering. NFC with diameters between 5-30 nm fill the space within the wood fiber 
network to create a denser hybrid network from the two cellulose structures that reduces 
the surface reflection and enhances the transmission through the paper substrate. 
 
Figure 5.4: A schematic illustrating the transformation of a network of microscopic 





Figure 5.5: (a) The morphology of original bleached sulfate wood fibers under an optical 
microscope. Inset is a 0.25 wt% original bleached sulfate wood pulp suspension. (b) The 
morphology of TEMPO-oxidized wood fibers under an optical microscope. Inset is a 0.25 
wt% TEMPO-oxidized wood fiber suspension. SEM images of unzipped TEMPO-
oxidized wood fibers (c) and (d) nanofibers on the cell wall of TEMPO-oxidized wood 
fiber. 
 
Figure 5.6: An image of transparent paper produced from TEMPO-oxidized wood fibers 
with a diameter of 20 cm. 
 
Figure 5.7: SEM images of the surface of (a) an untreated regular paper substrate and (b) 
the transparent paper substrate, with the inset magnifying the scale bar to 100 𝜇m. 
 
Figure 5.8: The total transmittance of the transparent paper, nanopaper, and PET 
substrates. 
 
Figure 5.9: The total diffuse scattering of the transparent paper, nanopaper, and PET 
substrates measured in Figure 5.9. 
 
Figure 5.10: A schematic illustrating how the angular distribution of the diffusely 
scattered light is measured, with a rotating detector measuring the intensity of light every 
two degrees from −90 ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 90° to the perpendicular axis of the substrate surface. 
 
Figure 5.11: A polar plot demonstrating the angular distribution of light diffusely 
scattered by transparent paper for multiple incident angles on the substrate surface by the 
illumination source. 
 
Figure 5.12: Images of the transmission haze effect on 532 nm light transmitted through 
(a) PET, (b) glass, and (c) transparent paper onto a target held at a fixed distance from the 
substrate surface. 
 
Figure 5.13: A plot demonstrating the total diffuse light scattering through a transparent 
paper substrate with varying thicknesses. 
 
Figure 5.14: A plot demonstrating the total transmittance of light through transparent 
paper substrates with thicknesses correlating with Figure 5.14. 
 
Figure 5.15: A stress versus strain curve for transparent paper and a regular paper 
substrate. 
 
Figure 5.16: A schematic demonstrating the change in the number of interfacial bonds 




Figure 5.17: Schematic of Ag NW network embedded in a nanopaper surface on the 
transparent paper.  (a) Nanofibrillated cellulose was filtered through TEMPO-treated 
paper to form a smooth surface, (b) with a novel lamination process, a filtered Ag NW 
network is embedded in the smooth NFC surface, and (c) the final structure is a uniform 
Ag NW network embedded onto the surface of transparent paper. 
 
Figure 5.18: The transmittance curve for the paper substrate before a Ag NW network is 
embedded into the surface. 
 
Figure 5.19: Optical image of Ag NW transparent paper. 
 
Figure 5.20: An SEM image of Ag NWs with a diameter of 100 nm. 
 
Figure 5.21: Top view of Ag NW transparent paper demonstrating embedded Ag NW 
network. 
 
Figure 5.22: An SEM image of the cross-section of Ag NW transparent paper. 
 
Figure 5.23: Total transmittance versus wavelength of Ag NW paper. 
 
Figure 5.24: Figure of merit versus total transmittance for previous TCE reports, ITO, 
and our Ag NW transparent paper. 
 
Figure 5.25: The tabulated results for the tape test measurement on the Ag NW paper 
TCE sample.  The initial sheet resistance of the sample was measured at 13 Ω/sq, which 
increased to 25 Ω/sq after manually pressing scotch tape down on the sample and pealing 
it off a total of ten times. 
 
Figure 5.26: The total diffuse transmission haze for (a) ITO on glass, (b) transparent 
paper, and (c) Ag NW paper. 
 
Figure 5.27: Diffuse scattering angular distribution with arbitrary y-axis units for (a) ITO 
on glass, (b) transparent paper, and (c) Ag NW paper. 
 
Figure 5.28: Light absorption dependence of a structure including either a TCE with 
varying optical properties and an absorber layer (a) a 1 𝜇m thick Si film, (b) a 50 nm 
thick GaAs film, and a 50 nm thick CdTe film.  Light absorption in these absorbers for a 
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Chapter 1: Background 
1.1 Introduction to Random Networks of One-Dimensional Materials 
Networks of randomly arranged one-dimensional nanomaterials offer fertile 
grounds to grow new thin-film devices with exceptional features.  These random 
networks exhibit unique properties at small thicknesses (< 1𝜇m) that diverge from those 
characteristic of solid thin-films.  It is demonstrated that porous three-dimensional 
networks of one-dimensional nanomaterials induce more light scattering interactions, 
exhibit lower light absorption, and withstand higher strain than solid thin-films with a 
similar thickness.  Random networks of conducting nanomaterials may also exhibit low 
sheet resistance and be hybridized with other nanomaterials to augment certain 
properties.  Conductive random networks are therefore unique structures with immense 
applications in thin-film flexible electronics; however, a greater understanding of their 
properties is necessary to fully enable high performance thin-film devices.  This thesis 
presents a comprehensive investigation into the various mechanisms that determine the 
characteristics of random networks of one-dimensional nanomaterials.   As a result, some 
unique device functionalities with novel properties are also demonstrated in this work. 
1.2 Properties of the Conductive Random Network  
The electrical, optical, and mechanical properties of a random network of one-
dimensional nanomaterials are determined by three parameters: 1) the nanomaterial 
composition, 2) the nanomaterial geometry, and 3) the morphology of nanomaterials 
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within the random network.  Figure 1.1 illustrates a random network of silver nanowires 
(Ag NWs) and Figure 1.2 illustrates a random network of carbon nanotubes (CNTs).   
 
Figure 1.1) A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image taken by a Hitachi SU-70 
SEM of Ag NWs grown with a seed-mediated growth process, dispersed in a methanol 
ink solution, and then vacuum filtered into a random network. 
 
 
Figure 1.2) An SEM image taken by a ZEISS (LEO) 1550VP SEM of CNTs grown with 





1.2.1 Electrical properties of random network 
Conductive one-dimensional nanostructures may form a percolative network for 
charge transport that exhibits very high conductivity at low thicknesses.  Each individual 
nanostructure acts a metaphorical “highway” to efficiently transport charge along a 
confined pathway, which subsequently combine to form a web of conducting channels 
that enable volumetric flow of charge.  These channels may be straight nanostructures 
such as Ag NWs seen in Figure 1.1 or nanostructures with high degrees of curvature such 
as CNTs seen in Figure 1.2.  The low thickness and high porosity of the conductive 
network promotes other additional beneficial features that are challenging to achieve with 
solid thin-films, such as high flexibility or high total transmittance.  This thesis work 
seeks to understand the impact factors that determine the formation of highly conductive 
random networks of Ag NWs or CNTs in conjunction with other desirable unique optical 
or mechanical properties. 
1.2.2 Optical properties of random network 
 In conjunction with a high conductivity, random networks of one-dimensional 
nanostructures may exhibit nominal optical properties.  Silver nanowires in particular are 
widely demonstrated to form random networks that exhibit high total transmittance and 
simultaneously a low sheet resistance; however, a unique optical property achievable by 
these networks is the diffuse light scattering or transmission haze.  The length and 
diameter of individual Ag NWs affect their extinction coefficient and thus dictate their 
scattering interactions with incident electromagnetic waves, but any understanding of the 
transmission haze through a random network of Ag NWs or its impact on device 
functionality is limited.  This thesis work seeks to emphasize the importance of 
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transmission haze in thin-film devices by more fully characterizing and understanding the 
diffuse light scattering behavior through networks of Ag NWs. 
1.2.2 Mechanical properties of random network 
The geometry of one-dimensional conducting nanomaterials is best defined by 
their aspect ratio (length:diameter), which not only impacts the electrical and optical 
properties of a subsequent random network but also the mechanical strength and 
flexibility of the interwoven channels.  The high flexibility of random networks of CNTs 
and Ag NWs have been thoroughly studied and reported in current literature, and thus 
will not be primarily investigated in this work.
[2-4, 57, 111, 163, 164]
  It is noteworthy, however, 
that the unique optical and electrical properties of these conductive random networks may 
be adjoined by their inherent flexibility as well to promote unique device applications. 
1.3 Applications of a Conductive Network 
Thin-film electronics are emerging as a new frontier towards various lightweight, 
economical, yet high performance devices.   Figure 1.3 demonstrates some examples for 
popular electronic devices that utilize thin-film technology to become lighter and more 
flexible. 
 
Figure 1.3) Examples of flexible thin-film devices that may utilize random networks of 





The devices in Figure 1.2 require conductive layers that may withstand significant 
repeated mechanical strain and conform to non-planar geometries.  Random networks of 
CNTs or Ag NWs meet these criteria due to the high flexibility of the interwoven 
network of conducting nanostructures.
[1-5]
   Carbon nanotubes may be assembled into 
random networks to form electrodes that are applicable in a variety of devices such as 
current collectors in flexible low-cost batteries.  Introducing CNT structures with lower 
intrinsic resistivity and networks with a higher homogeneity of dispersed CNTs will 
enhance the conductivity of the resulting electrode and thus improve the overall 
performance of the dependent devices.  Flexible transparent conducting electrodes 
(TCEs) may be formed from random networks of Ag NWs for application in displays, 
touch-screens, and solar cells.  The optoelectronic characteristics of these TCEs must 
exhibit a low sheet resistance with a high optical transmittance in order to maximize the 
device performance.  The optoelectronic properties of a TCE in a solar cell is of 
particular importance because transmittances lower than 90% and sheet resistances higher 
than 10 Ω/𝑠𝑞 results in significant power losses.[6]  An additional optical property that 
impacts the power output of thin-film solar cells is diffuse light scattering or transmission 
haze through the TCE, which enhances light absorption in solar cells by extending the 
path length of light through the critical conversion layers.  Since transmission haze 
through random networks of Ag NWs is inadequately characterized or understood, new 
studies are needed to illuminate the mechanism of diffuse light scattering through Ag 
NW TCEs in order to account for it in the performance evaluation for solar cells.   This 
thesis work seeks to improve both the performance and the scalability of thin-film 
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devices that incorporate these conductive random networks by simultaneously 
understanding and improving their electrical and optical properties.  
1.4 Solution-based Scalable Manufacturing 
There are many fabrication techniques to process the nanostructures into random 
networks, but solution-based methods are the most versatile and low-cost.  Figure 1.4 
illustrates various solution-based processes to fabricate thin-films.  These processes rely 
on inks of nanomaterials dispersed in a solution that may be quickly deposited into 
precise patterns or uniform areas to form devices on a range of substrates.  Thin-film 
devices formed from inks thus enable a rapid assembly of electronic devices on a myriad 
of substrates useful for various applications.  It is critical to ensure an efficient dispersion 
of nanostructures in solution during the ink formation and to promote a uniform ink 
coating with good adhesion to the substrate by tuning the printing parameters.  In this 
manner, solution-based fabrication methods may form random networks with ideal 
electrical, optical, and mechanical properties while improving the scalability of high 
performance thin-film devices.  In this thesis we seek to understand the unique electronic 
and optical properties of random networks composed of either CNTs or Ag NWs formed 
from ink-based coating techniques in order to enable the fabrication of thin-film devices 




Figure 1.4) Examples of solution-based deposition techniques that may fabricate random 
networks of one-dimensional nanomaterials from inks; these examples include spray 
coating, inkjet printing, spin coating, Meyer-rod coating, vacuum filtration, and dip 
coating.  Each of these techniques may quickly assemble conductive random networks 
from inks containing dispersed one-dimensional conductive nanostructures onto a myriad 
of substrate surfaces. 
 
1.5 Thesis Structure 
This thesis work investigates random networks formed from different one-
dimensional nanostructures.  The fundamental properties of the random networks 
composed of these nanomaterials are studied and optimized to enable unique device 
functionalities with high performance.  Figure 1.5 diagrams the hierarchical structure of 




Figure 1.5) Flow-chart illustrating chapter titles of this dissertation, and the distribution 
of research foci towards different random networks. 
 
In Chapter 2, we explore the properties of carbon nanotube spray-coatings, and their 
application as conductive electrodes for various devices.  Carbon nanotubes are one-
dimensional structures that may be fabricated through scalable methods and exhibit 
unique fundamental properties.  Spray-coated CNT films offer a simple and printable 
solution for fabricating low-cost, light-weight, and flexible thin-film electronics.  Current 
nanotube spray inks require either a disruptive surfactant or destructive surface 
functionalization to stabilize the dispersions at the cost of the electrical properties of the 
deposited film.  It is demonstrated that high purity few-walled carbon nanotubes 
(FWNTs) may be stabilized in isopropanol after surface functionalization, and that 
optimizing ink stability dramatically enhances the conductivity of subsequent spray-
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coated thin films.  We consequently report a surfactant-free FWNT ink that enables 
spray-coated thin films with conductivities reaching 2100 S/cm, which is the highest 
conductivity for printed CNT networks without using a surfactant.  Zeta-potential 
measurements are used here to quantify the nanotube ink dispersion quality.  These 
measurements demonstrate a direct positive correlation with the spray-coated film 
conductivity, the key metric for high performance printed electronics. 
In Chapter 3, we introduce a new synthesis technique to form boron-doped 
FWNTs directed at lowering the bulk resistivity of the nanotube growth yield, and their 
use in conductive electrodes is investigated.  A new synthesis procedure that introduces 
boron into the carbon lattice during a FWNT growth is investigated and demonstrates 
successful subsitutional boron doping through electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) 
measurements.  The growth yield of boron doped FWNTs (B-FWNTs) fabricated under 
various solution injected CVD conditions is investigated and compared with Raman 
spectroscopy and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).  An investigation into optimizing 
the purification of the B-FWNT growth yields is also conducted with Fourier transform 
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), TGA measurements, and SEM images.  Separate ink 
solutions were prepared from FWNTs and B-FWNTs, and spray-coated to compare their 
sheet resistance.  Differences in the ink and spray-coating properties for pristine and 
surface-functionalized B-FWNTs are also investigated.  
In Chapter 4, we explore the properties of random networks of Ag NWs and their 
application towards transparent conducting electrodes (TCEs).  As mentioned in Section 
1.3, thin-film optoelectronic devices require flexible electrodes with a high transmittance 
and low sheet resistance.  The contemporary performance metric of TCEs is thus 
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evaluated by its transmittance and sheet resistance.  Through a discussion on the 
percolation theory, the structural and morphological characteristics of a random Ag NW 
network with a low sheet resistance and a high transmittance are determined.  Based on 
this discussion and a review of previous reports, it is concluded that Ag NWs with a high 
aspect ratio dispersed in a uniform random network exhibits the highest transmittance at 
the lowest sheet resistance.  The nanowire synthesis, fabrication method of the Ag NW 
network, and post-fabrication processing methods that enable these properties are 
reviewed.  A discussion on light trapping in thin-film solar cells reveals that transmission 
haze is an equally important yet disregarded parameter in the performance evaluation of 
TCEs. The effect of the Ag NW diameter on the transmission haze values in the visible 
spectrum was investigated using films composed of either small diameters (~60 nm) or 
large diameters (~150 nm). Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) simulations and 
experimental transmittance data confirm that smaller diameter nanowires form higher 
performing TCE films according to the current figure of merit. While maintaining near 
constant transmittance and conductivity for each film, however, it is observed 
experimentally that films composed of Ag NWs with larger diameters demonstrate a 
higher haze factor than films with smaller diameters. This confirms FDTD simulations of 
the haze factor for single nanowires with similarly large and small diameters. This is the 
first record of transmission haze properties for Ag NWs that are simulated or 
experimentally measured, and also the first evidence that the current figure of merit for 
TCEs is insufficient at evaluating their performance in thin-film solar cell devices. 
In Chapter 5, we expound upon our evidence that transmission haze is a beneficial 
property for TCEs in thin-film solar cells by introducing a novel Ag NW paper hybrid 
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network that form a TCE with exceptional properties.  Transparent paper substrates with 
a smooth surface are introduced by extracting cellulose fibers with microsized and 
nanosized diameters from the hierarchical structure of paper fibers and integrating them 
into a random network.  The process of extracting these cellulose fibers is explained and 
a novel transparent paper that possesses both high optical transparency and high haze is 
investigated.   The transmittance and sheet resistance of the resulting Ag NW paper TCE 
were experimentally measured, and represent the highest reported figure of merit value 
for solution based TCEs according to conventional models.  It is demonstrated that the 
hybrid network exhibits good flexibility and a scratch-resistant Ag NW network.  The 
diffuse light scattering properties of the Ag NW paper was also thoroughly investigated 
through various techniques; the total transmission haze of the hybrid random network and 
the distribution of diffuse scattering angles through the surface of the network.  A 
simulation that relates the optical properties of TCEs with the light absorption in the 
conversion layers for various thin film solar cells demonstrates that the Ag NW paper 
induces greater light absorption than ITO in several thin-films common in solar cells.  
The combined high transmittance, low sheet resistance, and high transmission haze 
measured and studied in this new Ag NW paper structure suggests that is the highest 
performing TCE for thin-film solar cells.  
In Chapter 6, we consider the impact of this dissertation on the current thin-film 
technology.  We will also outline future works that may enhance our understanding of 





Chapter 2: Surfactant-Free Carbon Nanotube Inks for Spray 
Coatings with High Conductivity 
 
The carbon nanotube is an intensely studied nanostructure since its discovery in 
the 1990’s by Iijima.
[7]  
Due to a similar intrinsic lattice structure to graphene, carbon 
nanotubes share many of the beneficial electrical, mechanical, and optical properties of 
graphene; however, their one-dimensionality enable their use in electrodes as conductive 
channels that form a percolation network.  Coupled with the low-cost and availability of 
carbon, carbon nanotubes make ideal nanostructures to form conducting networks that 
may act as charge carriers in batteries.
[8,9]
  The following subsections review the 
fundamental characteristics of carbon nanotubes, and the experimental process to form 
spray-coated networks from carbon nanotube solutions.  
2.1 Carbon nanotube properties 
2.1.1 Carbon nanotube structure 
Carbon nanotubes may be regarded as graphitic carbon lattice planes rolled into 
cylinders.  We see in Figure 2.1 the honeycomb hexagonal lattice of graphene with a unit 
cell described by vectors 𝒂1 and 𝒂2 where 𝑎0 = 2.461 Å.  When the graphitic sheet is 
rolled into a cylinder that seamlessly connects the two red lines in Figure 2.1, the lattice 




Figure 2.1) The index (n,m) determines the chirality of the CNT and the circumference Ch.   
The geometrical outline on the hexagonal lattice that forms a (4,3) CNT is depicted by 
the red parallel lines that must be rolled into seamless contact with each other.  Examples 
of armchair and zigzag chiralties are also denoted on the hexagonal lattice.  This figure 
was printed from Hierold, C., et al., Carbon Nanotube Devices: Properties, Modeling, 














.  (2.1). 
 







√𝑛2 + 𝑛𝑚 + 𝑚2.  (2.2). 
The translational vector that is directed perpendicular to the chiral vector may be 
summarized by a translational period a that is determined from the chiral indices (n,m) 







𝒂2  (2.3) 
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where ℜ = 3 if (𝑛 − 𝑚)/3𝑝 is equal to an integer, and ℜ = 1 otherwise.  The height of 
the rectangular unit cell of the carbon nanotube is thus determined by the magnitude of 




𝑎0  (2.4). 
The number of carbon atoms in the unit cell of the nanotube nc may be determined by the 





  (2.5). 
Equation represents the number of graphene hexagons in the rectangular unit cell of a 




  (2.6). 
 The carbon nanotube diameter is also related to the quantity of concentric 
cylindrical cylinders that comprise the structure.  Nanotubes composed of one wall are 
referred to as single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) and typically have diameters less 
than 2 nm with lengths that reach into the millimeter range.
[11,12] 
 Nanotubes with multiple 
concentric walls in their structure are referred to as multi-walled carbon nanotubes 
(MWNTs) and exhibit a range of diameters that depend on the exact wall number of the 
MWNTs. 
2.1.2 Carbon nanotube electrical properties 
The Brillouin zone of SWNTs may be determined from the unit cell, which we 
may compare to the hexagonal first Brillouin zone of graphene displayed in Figure 2.2.  
The reciprocal lattice vector corresponds to the translational period a along the tube axis 
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(z-axis) with a continuous length 𝑘𝑧 = 2𝜋/𝑎.  The length of the reciprocal lattice vector 
along the circumferential axis may be calculated from a zone folding scheme, which 
gives the following condition: the wave vector 𝒌𝑐 must have a phase shift of an integer 
multiple of 2𝜋 or else it will vanish by interference.   
 
Figure 2.2) Hexagonal Brillouin zone of graphene with the high- symmetry points Γ, K, 
and M, and the reciprocal lattice vectors k1 and k2. This figure is printed from Reich, S. et 
al. Carbon Nanotubes: Basic Properties and Physical Concepts, Wiley-VCH, 2004.
[13] 
 







∙ 𝑞  (2.7) 
where q represents an integer bounded by the number of atoms 𝑛𝑐 in the unit cell  (since 




Figure 2.3) (a) The band structure of graphene from hexagonal cones in the vicinity of 
the Fermi energy, which is cut into slices of allowed states when rolled graphene is rolled 
into carbon nanotubes.  The resulting band structure of the nanotubes is (b) 
semiconducting or (c) metallic.  (d) The determination of whether a tube is 





Since the reciprocal lattice vector length around the circumference is quantized by q, the 
first Brillouin zone possesses ℎ𝑐 allowed states along the tube axis demarked by parallel 
lines spaced 2/d apart in Figure 2.3(a).  These lines intersect the allowed wave vectors in 
the hexagonal first Brillouin zone, which determines whether the nanotube is metallic or 
semiconducting; if the allowed states do not intersect the K points there is a bandgap at 
the Fermi level and the nanotube is a semiconductor (Figure 2.3(b)), if the allowed states 
intersect the K points the nanotube is metallic (Figure 2.3(c)).  Since the line spacing of 
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the allowed states is 2/𝑑, the bandgap in semiconducting tubes depends on the diameter.  
The intersection of allowed states with the K points is determined by the chiral indices 
(n,m), as illustrated in the Figure 2.3(d).  If (𝑛 − 𝑚)/3 is an integer then allowed kz states 
intersect the K points and the nanotube is metallic.  If (𝑛 − 𝑚)/3 is not an integer the 
allowed kz states do not intersect the K points, and the nanotube is semiconducting. 
 
Figure 2.4) Ab initio calculation of electronic bandstructure for metallic and 
semiconducting nanotubes with varying chiralities, which demonstrates the close 
symmetry of the density of states (DOS) on either side of the Fermi energy.  This figure 
was printed from A. Rubio, Spectroscopic Properties and STM Images of Carbon 




The band structure for carbon nanotubes is uniquely different than that for 
graphene.  The energy bands in a two-dimensional solid such as graphene appear as a 
step-function, where in one-dimensional solids such as nanotubes the bands diverge as 
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the inverse square of the energy.  A band diagram for metallic and semiconducting tubes 
is demonstrated in Figure 2.4.  The equation for the density of states of a carbon nanotube 
is: 




 ,        |𝐸| > |𝐸𝑞| 
0 ,                      |𝐸| < |𝐸𝑞|
   (2.8) 
where E is the energy state and Eq is the permitted energy state as determined by the 
permitted wave vectors 𝒌𝑐 ∙ 𝑪 = 2𝜋𝑞.  At Eq = 0 we arrive at g(E,0) = 1, which refers to 
metallic tubes and bands that cross at the Fermi energy.  All other Eq for which the 
density of states peaks, which are referred to as van-Hove singularities, correspond to the 




  (2.9) 
where i represents integers corresponding to metallic (1,3,6…) and semiconducting 
(1,2,4,5,7…) tubes.   
In applications for current collectors in batteries, or simply as conductive 
electrodes, metallic nanotubes are preferred to semiconductors.  The conditions that 
dictate what chiral indices pertain to metallic tubes predict a third of SWNTs in a 
nanotube growth yield will be metallic.  The structural symmetry of armchair nanotubes 
(n = m) enables the ballistic transport of charges.
[15]
  Since MWNTs consist of a range of 
diameters and chiralities coaxial to each other, the permitted energy states overlap and 
quench any band gaps formed by semiconducting tubes in the structure.  Multi-walled 
nanotubes with large wall numbers and diameters consequently exhibit metallic behavior; 
however, the charge flow across a MWNT remains on the outer most tube.  Nanotubes 
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with larger diameters do not exhibit ballistic transport and possess a higher density of 
scattering phenomena in the carbon lattice that dissipates the charge flow.  
2.1.3 Carbon nanotube optical properties 
Although there are many optical techniques to investigate the structure of carbon 
nanotubes, Raman spectroscopy is the primary method used in this thesis.   
 
Figure 2.5) A Raman spectrum of a single walled nanotube with a diameter of 1.38 nm 
with the characteristic wavenumbers where peaks representing the RBM, D-band, and G-




Raman spectroscopy measures the inelastic scattering of light by carbon nanotubes.  The 
mechanism of a scattering event is as follows: (1) an electron is excited from the valence 
energy band to the conduction energy band by absorbing a photon, (2) the excited 
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electron is scattered by emitting (or absorbing) phonons, and (3) the electron relaxes to 
the valence band by emitting a photon.
[17]
  A Raman scattering spectra is created by 
plotting the intensity of scattered light as a function of the loss in energy of the scattered 
frequency from the incident frequency, which diagrams the phonon frequencies of the 
material.  A typical Raman spectrum for a carbon nanotube sample is demonstrated by 
Figure 2.5.   
The most dominant features in Raman spectra of carbon nanotubes, as depicted in 
the Figure 2.5, are the radial breathing mode (RBM) peaks, the graphitic band (G-band), 
and the disordered carbon band (D-band) as well as the second overture of the D-band 
(G’).  The RBM peaks correspond to the vibration of carbon atoms in the radial direction, 
and occur at frequencies between 120-350 cm
-1
 for SWNTs with diameters in the range 
of 0.7 nm < d < 2 nm.  For isolated SWNTs, the relation between the diameter and the 
RBM peak is reported as 𝜔𝑅𝐵𝑀 = 248/𝑑.
[18]  
This relationship is not accurate for larger 
diameter SWNTs where the RBM peaks are weak, and for MWNTs where the atomic 
vibrations from the inner walls convolute the spectra in this frequency range.
  
The G-band 
represents the tangential mode vibrations of the carbon atoms within the hexagonal lattice 
along the nanotube, and may contain peaks around 1582 cm
-1
 that are characteristic of the 
graphitic structure of the nanotubes.  The D-band represents the disorder-induced mode 
in the graphitic lattice at 1350 cm
-1 
with its second harmonic G’ occurring at roughly 
twice the D-band frequency.  The ratio of the intensities of the D-band and the G-band (IG 
/ ID) quantifies a metric used to compare the graphitic quality of carbon nanotubes. 
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2.2 Carbon nanotube electrode fabrication 
2.2.1 Carbon nanotube synthesis 
The three primary methods to form CNTs are arc-discharge, laser ablation, and 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD).  The arc-discharge method for forming CNTs involves 
passing a high current through two graphitic probes to create a spark between them.  This 
causes carbon atoms to disintegrate from the probe discharging the spark due to the high 
temperatures, and reorder themselves into various carbon nanostructures including CNTs 
onto a catalyst between the probes.  The laser ablation method involves heating a 
graphitic target in a chamber with a pulsed laser.  This causes carbon atoms to 
disintegrate and reorder into carbon nanostructures including CNTs at cooler areas in the 
chamber.  Compared to these methods, CVD enables the greatest quantity of CNTs to be 
fabricated per each growth yield and limits the percent of carbonaceous impurities 
(fullerenes, graphene, and amorphous carbon) in the yield as well.  This is due to greater 




Figure 2.6) Chemical vapor deposition tube furnace setup for growth of carbon 
nanotubes described in this chapter.  The carbon feedstock gas (CH4), carrier gas (Ar), 
and ramping gas (H2) are controlled by digital flow meters that monitor the flow rates 
into the tube furnace.  The furnace hosts a quartz tube with a 2-inch diameter with three 
heating zones.  The exhaust from the tube furnace is channeled to a glove box ventilator 
in the laboratory. 
 
 
Chemical vapor deposition growth of CNTs is performed in a tube furnace where 
a carbonaceous gas source is fed to a catalyst with a carrier in a hot environment.  A 
schematic of a typical CVD setup is depicted in Figure 2.6.  The CVD growth process is 
most commonly described by a vapor-liquid-solid mechanism, although an exact 
description is still unknown.
[68-71]
  During the CVD process, solid metal catalysts melt 
into nanoparticles in the tube furnace upon heating it to the growth temperature in a 
hydrogen gas environment.  After reaching the growth temperature the carbon source is 
carried into the chamber by an inert gas.  The carbonaceous gas will then decompose 
through pyrolysis into carbon atoms that absorb into the melted catalyst particles.  Carbon 
atoms will continue to absorb into the catalyst particles until reaching a solubility limit at 
which carbon will then precipitate out.  The precipitating carbon atoms form sp
2
 bonds 
that nucleate CNT growth, which is energetically favorable since ideal nanotubes lack 
dangling bonds that exist in single graphene layers.  This growth continues until the 
carbon source is quenched and the temperature in the tube furnace is ramped down. 
The key parameters that affect the growth yield during CVD and the CNT 
properties may be separated into two categories: the catalyst properties and the growth 
conditions in the tube furnace.
[19]
  Typical catalysts are composed of Fe, Ni, or Co  due to 
high solubility of carbon in these metals at high temperatures and a high diffusion rate in 
these metals which enables carbon to quickly precipitate to the particle surface at its 
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saturation limit.  Molybdenum ions may also be added to supplement the production of 
carbon nanotubes by generating intermediate aromatic species from the carbon source 
that may contribute to nanotube growth.
[20] 
 Although the catalyst metals may be 
sputtered onto a surface to propagate unidirectional growth, a magnesium oxide (MgO) 
powder may be used as a support to disperse the metal ions and to provide greater surface 
area for the decomposition of carbon and consequently greater carbon nanotube yields 
during CVD.
[72]
  Although other porous supports may be used such as silica or alumina, 
MgO may be removed from the growth yield with a simple nitric or hydrochloric acid 
treatment while silica and alumina require a more dangerous treatment with hydrofluoric 
acid to be removed.   Catalysts that incorporate a MgO support follow a “base-growth” 
mechanism, where the CNTs propagate out of catalyst particles that remain rooted in the 
MgO support. 
The CVD growth parameters greatly affect the mechanism for which carbon 
decomposes and precipitates out of the catalyst particles.  Higher temperatures, higher 
gas flow rates, and larger ratios of source to carrier during gas flow attribute to higher 
decomposition rates of carbon.
[21]
  Higher decomposition rates of carbon typically 
attribute to the formation of single walled carbon nanotubes with smaller diameters.  This 
is because greater rates of carbon feeding to the catalyst stabilize smaller nucleation sites 
of precipitating carbon that are typically less energetically favorable than larger graphitic 
caps.  Larger rates of carbon decomposition also result in the formation of greater 
percentages of amorphous carbon or non-tubular graphitic species, which results in more 
extensive measures to extract CNTs from the CVD growth yield such as thermal or 
chemical purification methods.  The source gas also affects the rate of carbon 
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decomposition.  Methane (CH4) may be used as the CVD carbon feeding source gas for 
both multi-walled and single-walled nanotubes with distinct advantages in both growth 
procedures; methane generates fewer carbonaceous impurities than acetylene (C2H2) due 
to the less rapid production of carbon atoms and is safer than carbon monoxide (CO).  
The carbon nanotube syntheses included in the reports of this thesis use a CVD procedure 
with methane as the carbon source. 
2.2.2 Percolation theory  
The percolation theory predicts the following relationship between the 
conductivity of a film with respect to the density of conducting channels in the three-
dimensional network: 
𝜎 ∝ (𝑁 − 𝑁𝑐)
𝛼 (2.10) 
where 𝜎 represents the three-dimensional conductivity, 𝛼 represents the conductivity 
exponent, N represents the density of conducting channels in the network, and Nc 
represents the critical density for percolation of charge across the three-dimensional 
network.
[22]
  For a random distribution of conducting channels, the critical density is 
given by: 
𝑙√𝜋𝑁𝑐 = 4.236 (2.11) 
where l is the length of each conducting channel.  We gather from Equation 2.10 and 
Equation 2.11 that efficient charge percolation across the conductive network is achieved 
by properly tuning the dimensions of the individual nanomaterials and by forming a high 
density of conducting channels.  Although the sheet resistance of the films with a 
nanomaterial density at the percolation threshold Nc is relatively high, increasing the 
number of channels beyond the threshold dramatically lowers it.
[23] 
 This behavior is 
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typical for networks where the contact resistance 𝑅𝑠 across the conducting “sticks” is 
significantly lower than the resistance  𝑅𝑗  across the junctions, such as with Ag NW and 
CNT networks.
[24]
  The relation between the conductivity and the channel density is 
theorized as Equation 1 with 𝛼 ≈ 1.3 − 2 when the density of channels is 𝑁𝑐 < 𝑁 <
2𝑁𝑐.  The conductivity exponent 𝛼 depends on the ratio 
𝑅𝑗
𝑅𝑠




 values and longer lengths form conductivity exponents that more 
closely approach 𝛼 = 2.[24-26]  As we see from Equation 2.11, longer channel lengths also 
decrease the critical number density Nc of nanomaterials necessary to interconnect them 
into a conductive network within a fixed electrode volume.  Thus the nanomaterial 
lengths the dictate the connectivity of the conducting channels across the network, which 
is described by the number of conducting channels and the number of junctions necessary 
to form a complete percolative network.   
An additional metric that further elucidates the impact the length has on the sheet 
resistance of a percolative nanomaterial network is the area fraction: 
𝐴𝐹 = 𝑁𝑙𝐷 (2.12) 
where N is the nanomaterial number density, l is the length of the nanomaterials, and D is 
the nanomaterial diameter.
[23,27]
  Mutiso et al. demonstrates in Figure 2.7 that at a fixed 
nanomaterial diameter D and area fraction AF, lower sheet resistances are achieved at 
greater nanomaterial lengths l.
[27]
  Additional studies theoretically and experimentally 
demonstrate that larger conducting channel lengths contribute to thin-films with a lower 
sheet resistance.
[165]
  This is directly related to the formation of a percolation network 
with fewer contacts between channels, which contributes to a lower resistance to charges 
traveling across the network.
[25]




Figure 2.7) Sheet resistance as a function of the aspect ratio (L/D) and area fraction of 
rods in nanowire films with a constant diameter of D = 50 nm with an average contact 
resistance of Rc = 2 kΩ.  The top schematic illustrates two percolation networks of 
monodisperse rods with nanowire area fractions at or above the area fraction critical limit 
for percolation (AFc). This figure was printed from Mutiso et al., ACS Nano, 2013
 [27] 
  
Even at large number densities within the percolation region, networks consisting of long 
nanomaterials demonstrate smaller sheet resistances due to fewer channel junctions 




Figure 2.8) Schematic of a six fiber structure with relatively small aspect ratio and a two 
fiber structure with a relatively high aspect ratio.  It is assumed that the contact resistance 
dominates the percolation across each structure, with the distance the charges travel 
assumed equal.  The corresponding resistor representation of each structure is found 




It is further reported that nanomaterials agglomerated into bundles act as singular 
nanomaterials with larger diameters than the individual structures.  This coagulation of 
the nanomaterials reduces the number of parallel conducting channels across the 




2.2.3 Carbon nanotube ink formation 
As we discussed in Section 2.2.2, percolation networks have the highest 
conductivity when the conducting channels are at the highest aspect ratio and are 
uniformly dispersed across the electrode.  Carbon nanotubes possess many attractive van 
der Waals forces inherent to their graphitic structure and aspect ratio; therefore, carbon 
nanotubes exhibit a strong propensity to agglomerate into bundles with diameters much 
larger than the individual tubes during their synthesis.  Dispersing these bundles in 
solution is important for preserving the optimal high aspect ratio of the carbon nanotubes 
and the percolation network uniformity in the electrode.
[28]   
 The techniques to disperse CNTs in solution may be separated into two 
categories: mechanical and chemical processes.  The most popular mechanical method is 
ultra-sonication of the CNT solution.  Ultra-sonicators generate acoustic waves in the ink 
solution that form bubbles on the surface of the CNT bundles, and the cavitation of these 
bubbles releases energy that expel individual nanotubes from the bundles.
[30-32]
  Ultra-
sonication may generate the acoustic waves in a water bath or at greater amplitudes with 
a vibrating probe.  Ultra-sonication only temporarily separates the exfoliated nanotubes 
once the acoustic waves are removed from the ink solution if there is nothing to oppose 
the van der Waals forces from recombining the nanotubes into bundles.
[33]
   
Additional measures that permanently separate the exfoliated nanotubes in 
solution are introduced through two chemical methods: the addition of a surfactant 
polymer to the CNT solution and the attachment of functional groups to the surface of the 
CNTs.  Surfactants are polar polymers that form micelles around the individual carbon 
nanotubes or intercalate themselves between the carbon nanotubes in solution, which 
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causes the separation and repulsion of CNTs from one another in solution.
  
 Typical 
surfactant molecules used in ink solutions are sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), sodium 





 The dispersion of CNTs by surfactants in solution are stable for long periods 




Figure 2.9) A schematic diagramming the surface functional groups attached to the 
nanotube surface during a nitric acid (HNO3) reflux, including carboxyl groups (-




Another chemical method is to attach functional groups to the surface of carbon 
nanotube outer walls.  This is most commonly conducted by boiling the carbon nanotubes 
in a strongly acidic (HCl, HNO3, HSO4) aqueous solution.  In the acid reflux, oxygen 
groups covalently bond with carbon at open sites on the nanotube surface, as seen in 
Figure 2.9.  These sites either exist as preexisting lattice defects, tube end caps, or where 
strained carbon bonds were broken during the acid reflux.
[35]
   The acid reflux attaches 
carboxyl (COOH) groups to the sidewalls of the carbon nanotubes, which ionize in an 
aqueous solution to enhance the electrostatic potential around each nanotube.  The 
resulting repulsive forces between the electronegative carbon nanotube surfaces in 
solution stabilize the nanotube suspension without the presence of a surfactant Since the 
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degree of strain in the curved carbon lattice scales inversely with tube diameter, SWNTs 
are more reactive to sidewall functionalization than MWNTs.
[36]
  Despite the lower 
intrinsic reactivity than SWNTs, MWNTs typically have a greater density of defects 
across the lattice structure, which act as openings for surface functionalization.  The 
attachment of surface functional groups, however, is predicated on the presence of defect 
sites or the destruction of carbon bonds in the nanotube lattice to enable carboxyl bonds 
to form.  Sustained acid refluxing therefore inflicts damage to the nanotube lattice of the 




Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is often used to characterize the 
efficacy of an acid reflux to attach functional groups to the nanotube sidewall.
[38]
  FTIR 
measurements are taken by splitting a broad infrared source with an interferometer 
incident on a sample, and then deciphering the absorption/transmission spectra from the 
interference pattern via a Fourier transform by the device software. The peaks in an FTIR 
absorption spectrum indicate unique chemical bonds in the sample with vibrational 
modes that match optical frequencies emitted by the infrared source, as seen in Figure 
2.10.  Several studies have investigated and confirmed characteristic absorption peaks 
that are representative of carbon bonds in the lattice, hydroxyl bonds formed at defect 
sites or with amorphous carbon, and carboxyl bonds formed after an acid reflux.
[39,40]




Figure 2.10) Attenuated total reflectance FTIR absorption spectra of pristine multi-
walled nanotubes, purified multi-walled nanotubes after thermal oxidation, and acid 
treated multi-walled nanotubes.  The characteristic peaks of oxygenated graphene groups 
by the acid reflux are labeled along with the corresponding wavenumber.  This image is 
printed from.  R. Yudianti et al., Carbon, 2011.
[38] 
 
2.2.4 Carbon nanotube electrode formation 
Conducting electrodes may be formed by carbon nanotube networks through 
various ink deposition methods such as Meyer rod coating, vacuum filtrations, ink-jet 
printing, spin coating, and dip coating.  Spray-coating is an additional deposition method 
with the following advantages: (1) enables highly precise coating patterns, (2) capable of 
uniformly coating large surface areas, and (3) not restricted to flat coating surfaces.
[41,42]
   




Figure 2.11) A schematic illustrating a spray coating mechanism of a carbon nanotube 
ink onto a heated glass substrate with an airbrush. The air brush atomizes a carbon 
nanotube solution at a fixed air pressure of approximately 200 psi and a fixed distance of 
approximately 4 inches from the substrate surface heated by a hot plate.  The pressure 
and distance from the surface determine the droplet size that deposits on the glass while 
the ink solvent and surface temperature determine the evaporation rate of the ink coating. 
 
The coating properties are primarily determined by the ink parameters; the ink 
solvent, the nanotube concentration in the ink, and the dispersion forces between the 
nanotubes in solution.
[42]
   Solvents that form droplets with low surface tension are 
preferable for spray-coatings because they enable better wetting of the substrate.  
Droplets with a high surface tension also evaporate faster at the edges, which leads to the 
flow of solvent from the middle of a droplet to the edges in pursuit of thermal 
equilibrium.  This leaves rings of coagulated carbon nanotubes on the coated surface, 
which compromises the uniformity of the random carbon nanotube network.
[43]
    Inks 
that have higher concentrations of carbon nanotubes also prevent coagulation due to 
faster evaporation of the solvent from the film coating.    
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The amount of resistance to nanotubes agglomerating within the droplets during 
drying is also determined by the strength of permanent dispersion forces applied in the 
ink making process.  Although surfactant polymers are effective stabilizers of carbon 
nanotube dispersion in solution, they are insulating and disrupt the charge percolation 
across the nanotube network, and therefore must be removed from the electrodes after 
deposition.
[44,45]
  Current methods to remove surfactants from deposited electrodes are not 
entirely effective and often damage the film coating.
[46]
  Inks of surface functionalized 
carbon nanotubes do not form electrodes with disruptive impurities that need to be 
removed, yet are typically more stable in dilute solutions.
[47]
  Forming stable carbon 
nanotube ink solutions and fabricating uniform spray-coatings, therefore, require 
independent parameterization to optimize the conductivity of carbon nanotube electrodes. 
2.3 Few-walled Carbon Nanotubes 
The wall number of carbon nanotubes has a dramatic impact on their properties 
and thus on their fabrication into conductive percolation networks.  In the case of single-
walled carbon nanotubes, their small diameters and typically long lengths in CVD 
syntheses promote efficient percolation across a conductive network.  The conductivity of 
this network also relies on the uniformity of the CNT network, which can be degraded 
when large nanotube bundles are present in the dispersion.
[22]
  Spray coating is a uniquely 
precise and practical method for printing conformal thin films with large surface areas 
useful for lightweight and flexible electronics;  uniform spray-coated CNT films are 
dependent on optimizing the ink stability of individual CNTs.  In order to achieve stable 
CNT inks without the use of disruptive and insulating surfactants it is required to bind 
functional groups to the surface of carbon nanotube sidewalls to separate highly resistive 
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tube bundles and promote a homogenous ink dispersion.
[37, 48-51]
 Since SWNTs consists of 
only one graphitic layer rolled into a cylinder, dispersing SWNTs in solution via surface 
functionalization requires cautious parameterization of the acid reflux concentration and 
duration.  Typically the damage inflicted to the SWNT carbon lattice by the acid reflux 
renders a high density of structural defects that deteriorate the ballistic charge transport 
across the tube, and often digests long tubes into smaller sections.    Multi-walled 
nanotubes offer robustness during an acid reflux that SWNTs lack; the outer walls host 
the surface functionalization while the inner walls remain intact.  The aspect ratio of 
multi-walled carbon nanotubes is usually limited by a large outer-diameter (< 100 nm) 
that stunts its length during the CVD growth.  Due to the higher graphitic surface area, 
the defect density in MWNTs is greater than SWNTs.  The resistance across MWNTs is 
consequently greater than SWNTs because of a higher number of scattering phenomena 
across the outer wall.  The sheet resistance across a percolative network of MWNTs is 
also greater due to the significantly lower aspect ratio than SWNTs.  Also, surface 
functionalized CNTs are most easily dispersed in water or organic solvents,
[51,52]
  but low 
vapor pressure solvents, like water, have a pronounced coffee-ring effect,
[43]
 while fast-
drying solvents are associated with toxic vapors that inhibit large-scale production.
[42]
  
The question remains, therefore, of how to form a stable CNT ink with an innocuous 
solvent without inhibiting the conductivity of spray-coated thin films.  
Recent reports demonstrate that few-walled carbon nanotubes, defined as 
possessing a wall number between two and six, exhibit the robustness of multi-walled 
nanotubes while maintaining the optimal electrical conductivity and graphitic quality of 
single walled nanotubes.
[39, 53-57]
  The electrical properties of FWNTs, furthermore, do not 
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diminish after surface functionalization of the outer tubes since the structural integrity of 
the inner tubes is unaltered. To further support the utility of the FWNT structure for 
spray-coated films, this study explores the relationships between the electrical 
conductivity of the spray-coated FWNT films, and the rheological properties of FWNTs 
dispersed in a surfactant-free ink solution. Here, we introduce a surfactant-free ink of 
surface functionalized FWNTs dispersed in pure isopropanol (IPA) that produces high 
conductivity spray-coated films. 
2.4 Experimental Method 
A catalyst composed of nanoparticles with a Co:Mo:MgO composition of 
1:0.5:100 is formed through a combustion synthesis,
 [56, 58]




Figure 2.12) An image of the pink catalyst solution and the resulting brown powder 
catalyst after a combustion synthesis method. 
 
 
The pink solution in Figure 2.12 is the liquid catalyst solution consisting of controlled 
concentrations of cobalt nitrate (Co(NO3)2), ammonium molybdate ((NH4)2MoO4), 
magnesium nitrate (MgNO3), citric acid, and glycine.  The formation of MgO particles 
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with imbedded Co:Mo nanoparticles is then facilitated via a glycine-nitrate combustion; 
the precursor solution is gradually heated to a combustion temperature, at which the 
solution erupts into the catalyst particles shown in Figure 2.12 as the brown powder.  It is 
clear from this image that large yields of catalyst powder may be generated by each 
combustion synthesis.  Catalyst particles are depicted in the transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) images in Figure 2.13, which were taken with a JEOL 2100 LaB6 










Figure 2.14) An image of the powder catalyst inserted into the quartz boat that is inserted 




It is clear from the TEM images in Figure 2.13 that the catalyst particles promote a high 
yield of carbon nanotubes by providing a high surface area for the decomposition of 
carbon during the CVD growth.  The average catalyst nanoparticle size is less than 5 nm.  
Approximately 60-80 mg of the powder catalyst is loaded onto a 1-inch quartz boat and 
inserted into a tube furnace for each CVD growth of the FWNTs, as seen in Figure 2.14.  
The furnace is first ramped from room temp to 850 °C in H2 and then held at a constant 
temperature of 850 °C for 45 min while a methane mixture is introduced at a flow rate of 
CH4/H2 = 1600/400 sccm.  After a growth time of 30min the furnace is cooled for 2hr to 
reach close to room temperature.  The decomposition rate of carbon under these growth 
conditions oversaturates the catalyst particles, which enables the formation of nanotubes 
with diameters smaller than the catalyst particle by stabilizing smaller nucleation sites.  




Figure 2.15) A schematic illustrating the base growth carbon decomposition process that 
enables the formation of FWNTs emanating from the catalyst particles: (a) melted metal 
nanoparticles embedded in a catalyst powder and are exposed to the carbon source; (b) 
carbon decomposes into metal nanoparticles from the pyrolysis of the hot methane gas 
during the CVD growth until the solubility limit of the metal nanoparticles is reached and 
carbon precipitates out into a graphitic cap on the catalyst particle; (c) carbon continues 
to precipitate out of nanoparticle to form nanotubes with diameters smaller than catalyst 
particle size, which are stabilized by the rapid decomposition of carbon into the catalyst 
and rapid diffusion through the nanoparticle.  This mechanism explains the formation of 
FWNTs as opposed to larger diameter MWNTs. 
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2.5 Results and Discussion 
2.5.1 CVD growth yield of FWNTs 
The CVD growth yield produced from the method outline in the previous section 
is pictured in Figure 2.16. 
 
Figure 2.16) Pristine growth yield of the CVD process outlined in Section 2.4, which is 
visible by the transformation of the brown catalyst into a black powder composed of 
carbon nanotubes and amorphous carbon after the growth. 
 
 
As compared to the image of the catalyst powder in Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13, the 
resulting growth yield from the CVD process is clearly visible by the catalyst turning a 
solid black color.  It should be noted that the brown catalyst particles are preserved in the 
growth yield; however, the CVD results in each particle to be encompassed by carbon 
nanostructures propagating out of the catalyst powder, resulting in the overall black color.  
Multiple TEM images of the growth yield at various magnifications are depicted in 



















Figure 2.17) TEM images at various magnifications of pristine yield of CVD growth.  
The morphology, dispersion of wall numbers, and nanostructure of the resulting 
nanotubes is clearly depicted, as well as a presence of amorphous carbon that collects on 
the tube surface. 
 
 
Figure 2.17(a) illustrates carbon nanotubes with a high aspect ratio propagating from a 
cluster of catalyst particles.  Figure 2.17(b) demonstrates that although these nanotubes 
may coagulate into bundles of several nanotubes, evidence of individually separated 
nanotubes is clearly observable.  These nanotubes clearly possess a high aspect ratio with 
few morphological characteristics such as kinks or sharp bends that indicate structural 
defects.  Attached to the surface of the nanotubes are particles of amorphous carbon 
impurities that are also produced during the CVD growth.  Figure 2.17(c-e) depict TEM 
images that clearly demonstrate the carbon nanotubes possess wall numbers between 2-5 




form of kinks or vacancies in the graphitic structure, according to the TEM images in 
Figure 2.17.  It may be concluded from these images, therefore, that the CVD growth 
process outlined in Section 2.4 is successful in fabricating FWNTs.  
In order to eradicate the carbonaceous impurities in the CVD growth yield, an 
oxidation of the yield in the tube furnace may be conducted.  Thermogravimetric analysis 
measures the mass loss versus time and temperature of a sample in an oxidizing 
environment like air, which may be used to visualize distinct structural phases such as 
amorphous carbon that are present in the final CVD growth yield.  Figure 2.18 illustrates 
the mass loss spectrum after oxidizing the CVD growth yield depicted in Figure 2.16. 
 
Figure 2.18) A thermogravimetric analysis spectrum of the pristine yield of the CVD 
growth, which was conducted in air by a Shimadzu TGA at a ramping rate of 2 °C per 
minute.  The mass loss of the sample up to approximately 150 °C is due to the 





The mass loss spectrum in Figure 2.18 depicts specific carbon phases that oxidize at 
various temperature ranges.  Up to approximately 150 °C we see an erratic mass loss 
regression, which is most likely due to the evaporation of water from the sample as well 
as a slight disruption in the linear temperature ramping.  The distinct phase between 200-
375 °C is due to amorphous carbon since it less thermally stably than graphitic carbon.  
The major mass loss regression from 400-700 °C is due to the oxidation of carbon 
nanotubes.  The remaining weight percent of the yield is due to the remaining catalyst 
that does not burn off during the temperature ramping.  The composition of the CVD 
growth yield measured in Figure 2.18 is thus approximately 4 wt% water, 5 wt% 
amorphous carbon, 56 wt% graphitic carbon, and 35 wt% catalyst.  According to this 
analysis the approximate weight percent of amorphous carbon with respect to the total 
carbon content in the growth yield is 8.2 wt%.    The oxidation purification step of the 
growth yield was therefore conducted at 575 °C is conducted for 1hr in the tube furnace 
in order remove not only the amorphous carbon but any defective nanotubes or nanotube 
fragments that may be present in the growth yield. 
2.5.2 IPA-based FWNT ink fabrication 
After the as-grown FWNTs are thermally oxidized, a nitric acid (HNO3) reflux is 
conducted to dissolve the catalyst from the FWNT yield and to functionalize the outer 
walls of the FWNTs with carboxyl groups so that they may disperse in solution.
[33,35,37,52]
  




Figure 2.19) A schematic illustrating how bundled nanotubes may be dispersed by 




In an aqueous solution, the carboxyl groups dissociate into COO- on the sidewalls and 
H+ in solution, which would promote the formation of a double layer by aligning water 
molecule dipoles with the charged surface groups.  Such double layers are a common 
path toward highly stable inks in aqueous solutions.
[59]
  Water-based nanotube ink 
solutions, however, leave “coffee rings” and non-uniform coating layers when sprayed on 
substrates.
[42,60]
  A scalable nanotube ink must be composed of a solvent that ensures a 
uniform spray-coating, yet also prevents nanotube agglomerations without the benefit of 
strong aqueous dipoles.  Isopropanol is a volatile solvent with a lower toxicity than 
methanol or other organic solvents, and thus may operate as a high performance solvent 
for spray coating applications.  Nevertheless, IPA retains a small molecular polarity, and 
the dispersion of nanotubes in IPA will depend on the quantity of attached surface charge 
groups and their effectiveness to align IPA’s weaker molecular dipoles.  As depicted in 
the TEM images in Figure 2.17, the FWNTs grown from the CVD method are bundled 
together, but the functional groups added during the HNO3 reflux cause them to repel 
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each other and disperse homogenously in solution.  The acid reflux setup is shown in 
Figure 2.20. 
 
Figure 2.20) An image of the HNO3 bath solution that hosts the acid reflux conducted to 
functionalize the surface of the carbon nanotubes. 
 
 
Raman spectroscopy is a common method to characterize the FWNT growth 
quality and their purification, as well as to confirm the surface functionalization.
[17,61]
   A 
Raman spectra comparison of the as-grown tubes and the purified tubes was conducted 




Figure 2.21) Raman spectra of carbon nanotube samples immediately after the CVD 
growth, after purification of the growth yield by thermal oxidation, and after the purified 
nanotube yield is refluxed in HNO3.  
 
 
As we see in Figure 2.21, the as-grown FWNT samples display a low intensity ratio 
(ID/IG = 0.071) between the disordered carbon band (D-band) at ~1317 cm
-1
 and the 
graphitic carbon band (G-band) at ~ 1575 cm
-1
.  This further confirms the CVD process 
yields high purity CNTs with few structural defects or impurities, as indicated by the 
TEM images.   Upon thermally oxidizing the as-grown FWNT samples at 625 °C, a 
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decrease in the intensity of the D-band is observed while the G-band remains strong 
(ID/IG = 0.025), which together confirm the selective elimination of the amorphous 
carbon originating from the CVD growth.  The D-band intensity increases again once the 
oxidized FWNTs are refluxed in HNO3.  The reemergence of the D-band is caused by the 
introduction of defects to the outer walls when C=C covalent bonds break and allow 
carboxyl groups (COOH) to form during surface functionalization with HNO3.  The ID/IG 
ratio remains lower than the as-grown yield after the acid reflux (ID/IG = 0.061).  This 
implies that the graphitic structure of the FWNTs is not compromised by the surface 
functionalization because the inner-tubes remain structurally intact.  Each Raman 
spectrum in Figure 2.21 is normalized relative to its G-band intensity.  There are also 
slight shifts in the radial breathing modes (RBMs, 100-300 cm
-1
), first after thermally 
oxidizing the as-grown tubes, and then again after refluxing the purified tubes in acid, but 
determining a conclusive explanation for these shifts is beyond the scope of this study 
due to the complicated nature of RBMs in multi-walled tubes.
[28,30]
 
Further examination of the surface functionalization is conducted through Fourier 
transform infrared spectroscopy, which elucidates the covalent bonds present in the 
FWNT sample.  Figure 2.22 presents the FTIR absorption spectrum of the HNO3 refluxed 
FWNTs taken with an Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) measurement by a Thermo 




Figure 2.22) A FTIR spectrum of the HNO3 refluxed nanotubes with the characteristic 




An Attenuated Total Reflection of the Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrum (ATR-FTIR) 
is a technique that utilizes an evanescent wave formed by the total internal reflection by a 
crystal with a high refractive index such as germanium (Ge) that hosts a powdered 
sample.  This specific technique is helpful for measuring the absorption spectrum of 
highly absorbing samples due to the small penetration depth of the incident beam into the 
sample.  It is clear from Figure 2.22 that the refluxed FWNTs contain peaks characteristic 
of carboxyl (C=O) bonds and hydroxyl bonds (O-H), characteristic of the HNO3 surface 
functionalization illustrated in the schematic in Figure 2.19.  The presence of vibrational 
phonon modes that correspond with graphitic sp
2
 carbon bonds (C=C) is similarly 
present.
[37,38]
  A peak is also present around  ~ 2100 cm
-1
 due to the ambient environment 
containing water and CO2.
[39,40]
   The presence of these characteristic peaks in the FTIR 




2.5.3 Comparing ink dispersion properties to spray-coated film properties 
Each refluxed FWNT bath solution was filtered with over 500 mL of deionized 
(DI) water, and then the FWNTs were dispersed in IPA at high concentrations (~0.6 
mg/mL) via bath sonication and short periods of probe sonication.  The resulting inks 
were spray-coated with an airbrush (A470M airbrush at 200 kPA of argon) onto 100 mm
2
 
area on a cleaned glass substrate heated to 120 °C.  Each film thickness is set below 1𝜇m 
based on the ink concentration and volume of ink sprayed on the fixed area.  Examples of 
as-grown FWNT dispersions in IPA and FWNTs functionalized with carboxyl groups 







Figure 2.23) (a) An as-grown FWNT suspension in IPA at 0.6 mg/mL, (b) an example of 
a spray-coated FWNT film from an as-grown FWNT suspension in IPA, and (c) a spray-
coated as-grown FWNT film surface. 
 
We see in Figure 2.23(a) that as-grown tubes aggregate and settle to the bottom of the 
solution at a concentration of 0.6 mg/mL, resulting in a poor dispersion of the FWNTs.  
Spray-coating 20-30 mL of the FWNT ink subsequently forms films that are not uniform, 
as pictured in Figure 2.23(b).  The inhomogeneous film coating results in a porous 
network of aggregated nanotubes, which limits the percolation across the film.  These 
aggregates are further visualized at the microscopic level with a scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) in Figure 2.23(c).  All spray-coated films are imaged with a Hitachi 
SU-70 SEM.  Nanotubes grouped into bundles reaching hundreds of nanometers in 




formed from inks composed of as-grown FWNTs, which limits the conductivity based on 




Figure 2.24) (a) A functionalized FWNT suspension in IPA at 0.6 mg/mL, (b) an 
example of a spray-coated FWNT film from a functionalized FWNT suspension in IPA, 






Figure 2.24(a) demonstrates that once the FWNTs are refluxed in 10M HNO3 for 2hr and 
then dispersed in IPA, they remain suspended in solution at the same concentration as 
Figure 2.23(a).  This is significant since a colloidal dispersion is achieved at a high 
concentration, despite the IPA solvent possessing a weak polarity.    Achieving a stable 
dispersion in a volatile solvent with low toxicity enables highly uniform films, shown in 
Figure 2.24(b), after spray coating the same volume of FWNT ink as shown in Figure 
2.23(b).  Figure 2.24(c) illustrates an SEM image of a spray-coated film formed from the 
ink composed of the functionalized FWNT in IPA that displays a uniform network of 
exfoliated nanotubes.  From a comparison of the images of films formed from the two 
solutions at equal FWNT mass concentrations in IPA, it is thus apparent that 
functionalized tubes form inks with higher colloidal stability and consequentially more 
uniform spray coating with fewer resistive bundles. 
In order to quantify the dispersive quality of the FWNT inks in solution, the zeta-
potential was measured with a dynamic light scattering setup in a Malvern Zetasizer, as 




Figure 2.25) A schematic of the dynamic light scattering setup within a Malvern 
Zetasizer.  An incident laser pulsed by a mirror oscillating at 320 Hz is scattered by the 
nanotubes in the dilute solution hosted within the capillary chamber of the sample 
cuvette.  The scattered beam is combined with the pulsed reference beam redirected by 
the oscillating mirror at an interferometer, which determines the shift in frequency 
between the scattered and reference beam.  The motion of nanotubes is controlled by 
their response to an electric field applied by the cuvette electrodes, which rapidly 
fluctuates to generate numerous mobility measurements that are automatically averaged 
by the Malvern Zetasizer software. 
 
Few-walled nanotubes that are refluxed in HNO3 possess carboxyl groups on the surface 
of their outer walls, which deprotonate in an aqueous solution to form an electrostatic 
surface potential on the functionalized FWNTs.  In the presence of an external electric 
field, electrostatic repulsion to the negative electrode and simultaneous attraction to the 
positive electrode induces a force that causes the nanotubes to flow in solution.  The 
electrophoretic velocity of the individual nanotubes in the applied electric field is thus 
directly related to the strength of their electrostatic field, which consequently offers a 
useful mechanism to examine the strength of the repulsive forces between the FWNTs in 
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solution after surface functionalization.  The dynamic light scattering experiment 
diagrammed in Figure 2.25 measures the electrophoretic velocity of the nanotubes 
flowing to the positive terminal. The positive terminal quickly alternates between the two 
cuvette electrodes to prevent the nanotubes from agglomerating at one area during the 
measurement.  An incident beam pulsed at a fixed frequency of 320 Hz by an oscillating 
mirror is scattered by the moving nanotubes, which shifts the frequency of the scattered 
beam from the incident beam.  This frequency shift of the scattered beam from the 
incident beam is extracted from an interference pattern collected from a reference beam 
redirected by the oscillating mirror that combines with the scattered beam at a detector.  
The relation between the shift in frequency (Δ𝑓) and the electrophoretic velocity (v) of 








where 𝜆 = 632.8 𝑛𝑚 is the laser wavelength and 𝜃 is the scattering angle detected.  The 
electrophoretic velocity that is derived from the frequency shift measurement may be 
related to the electrophoretic mobility (𝜇) of the nanotubes, which describes their 





where E is the magnitude of the applied electric field.   
 After the surface functionalized FWNTs ionize in water, they emanate an 
electrostatic field that aligns the dipoles of highly polar solvent molecules like water at a 
distance directly related to the field strength.  The electrophoretic mobility of the 
nanotubes is related to the electrostatic potential at a spatial boundary at a distance where 
the solvent molecules cease to be affected by the potential field of the nanotubes.  The 
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strength of the electrostatic potential at this spatial boundary is representative of the 
dispersive strength between the nanotubes in solution, and is referred to as the zeta-
potential (𝜁).  The zeta-potential is affected by the surface potential of the nanostructures, 
the polarity of the solvent molecules, and the concentration of the nanostructures in 
solution.  A greater surface potential of the nanostructures and solvent molecules with a 
higher polarity attribute to stronger repulsive forces between the nanostructures in 
solution, and thus greater zeta-potentials; however, higher concentrations of 
nanostructures in solution attribute to smaller spatial separation enabled by the solvent 
molecules, which lowers reflects in lower zeta-potentials. 
 The relation between the zeta-potential and electrophoretic mobility of 
nanostructures in solution has been studied vigorously and theorized for multiple 
systems.
 [52, 62-64]
    The Malvern Zetasizer used in this study derives the zeta-potential 








𝐹(𝜅𝑑)  (2.15) 
where 𝜖 is the relative permittivity of the solvent, 𝜖0 is the vacuum permittivity, and 𝜂 is 
the solution viscosity. The correction factor 𝐹(𝜅𝑑) is dependent on the Debye length (𝜅) 
and radius of the nanostructure (d) where 𝜅𝑑 is the ratio of the nanostructure radius to the 










 ; 𝜅𝑑 ≪ 1 (2.17). 
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Equation 2.16 represents the Smoluchowski approximation, which is representative of 
electrophoretic mobility in polar solutions.  Equation 2.17 represents the Hunkel 
approximation, which is representative of electrophoretic mobility in non-polar solutions.   
In order to measure the electrophoretic velocity of each individual nanotube, the 
sample solutions are highly dilute aqueous solutions (𝑤𝑡% ≪ 0.01%).  The low 
concentration of nanotubes in solution helps prevent them from agglomerating during the 
electrophoretic velocity measurement and the high polarity of the water molecules allows 
the alignment of the solvent dipoles in the electrostatic potential field of the nanotubes.  
Samples prepared for zeta-potential measurements were chosen as dilute aqueous 
solutions as opposed to the IPA-based spray-coated ink solutions with a higher 
concentration of nanotubes so that a resolute and reproducible measurement of the zeta-
potential of each individual tube might be capable.  We thus assume that the comparisons 
between the zeta-potentials for sample solutions composed of nanotubes with varying 
surface functionalization properties based on the acid reflux parameters are still quite 
informative about the agglomeration and bundling properties of the IPA-based solutions 
that disperse the same nanotube samples, despite the measurements being taken in dilute 
aqueous solutions.  
Another assumption made to quantify the zeta-potential from the electrophoretic 
mobility is that the Smoluchowski approximation applies to the samples since the 
nanotubes are dispersed in water.  Multiple reports indicate that the Smoluchowski 
approximation is limited to spherical particles with a uniform charge density; however, it 
is also reported that the Smoluchowski approximation may be used when for uniformly 
charged rods with high aspect ratios where edge effects may be ignored.
[67]
 The exact 
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mechanism that describes the electrophoretic mobility of the FWNTs is unclear and 
beyond the scope of this study; therefore we assume near uniform charge distribution 
across the nanotube surface and a structural rigidity during the electrophoretic movement. 
The zeta potentials of various aqueous FWNT ink dispersions with low 
concentrations (≪ 1𝑤𝑡%) in solution were measured with a Malvern Zetasizer.  The 
various ink dispersions differed in the acid reflux conditions of the purified FWNTs,   
Varying reflux duration, molar concentrations, and the volume of the bath solution gives 
a range of zeta potentials of FWNTs in solution.  Table 2.1 gives the individual values for 
the ink dispersions and resulting spray-coated film conductivities.   








A 6M 2hr -12.77mV 660 S/cm 
B 8M 2hr -13.26mV 781 S/cm 
C 10M 1hr -13.5mV 944 S/cm 
D 10M 2hr -14.6mV 2105 S/cm 
Table 2.1) Acid reflux parameters, the zeta-potential of the refluxed FWNTs in water, 
and the film conductivity of spray-coated FWNT films from various IPA-based inks. 
 
 
To evaluate the surface charge of the nanotubes and the value of zeta-potential 
measurements in water, the zeta-potential of each water-based ink was compared to the 
resulting morphology and electrical conductivity of the spray-coated FWNT film from an 
IPA-based ink.  The highest zeta potential was achieved for a reflux conducted in an 80 
mL 10M HNO3 solution held at 120 °C for 2hrs.  The ink dispersion is represented by the 
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average of three zeta-potential measurements taken with the same water-based solution, 
while the values of the spray-coated film conductivity were taken from four point probe 
measurements of the sheet resistance and an average thickness determined by a 
profilometer step measurement from the substrate to 1.5mm across the sample surface 
while compensating for the surface roughness.  The thickness of all the samples outlined 
in Table 2.1 are less than 1 𝜇𝑚. It is observed that, as the zeta-potential increases, the 
film conductivity also increases.  In fact, we see that the conductivity becomes 
dramatically greater with increases in the zeta-potential.   We report film conductivity as 
high as 2100 S/cm, which is the highest reported value for surfactant-free IPA-based 
CNT inks.   
A comparison of the SEM images of the spray-coatings for Sample A and Sample 







Figure 2.26) SEM images of spray-coated FWNT films from (a) sample A and (b) 
sample D, as detailed in Table 2.1. 
 
We may confirm from the SEM images in Figure 2.26 that greater ink stabilities form 
more visibly uniform CNT networks with lower degrees of nanotube bundling. 
Translating film properties solely from the rheological behavior of the ink is difficult due 
to the many procedural variables that impact spray-coated films.
[42]
 However, the clearly 
observable decrease in nanotube bundle size with films formed from FWNT inks that 
possess higher dispersion forces and the consequential dramatic enhancement in film 
conductivity suggest the quantity of repulsive surface groups plays a fundamental if not 
primary role in maximizing the electrical performance of spray-coated carbon nanotube 





 We report a novel surfactant-free ink composed of FWNTs dispersed in IPA to 
form highly conductive spray-coated films.  Minimized tube bundling in the spray-coated 
films through a unique ink engineering process was demonstrated and investigated with 
various measurements to emphasize that manufacturing stable inks through 
functionalizing the outer walls of FWNTs forms highly uniform spray-coated films with 
remarkable conductivity.  Through this investigation, we demonstrate a FWNT film with 
a conductivity of 2100 S/cm, which is the highest for spray-coated films from surfactant-
free IPA based inks.   Such films with high electrical performance from scalable and 
printable fabrication methods have unique applications in lightweight or flexible 
electronics where surfactant removal from an electrode is a primary issue.  
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Chapter 3: Chemical Vapor Deposition Synthesis of Boron Doped 
Few-Walled Carbon Nanotubes 
 
Chemically doping bulk yields of pure carbon nanotubes to control their electrical 
properties is a well-established technique.  Carbon nanotubes in any growth yield display 
a random variety of chiralities; therefore, it is predicted that the ratio of semiconducting 
to metallic nanotubes is 2:1.  Since semiconducting nanotubes possess a band gap at the 
Fermi level in the band structure, the overall conductivity across a random network at 
room temperature is limited by the presence of semiconducting nanotubes.  A common 
method to lower the resistance of semiconducting sp
2
 carbon structures is to shift the 
Fermi level into the valence band by adding p-type charge carriers.  Although this 
technique is demonstrated on SWNTs and MWNTs with large outer diameters (> 20nm), 
no reports on chemical doping as a means to lower the bulk resistivity of FWNTs exist.  
The following chapter introduces a novel CVD process to safely grow boron-doped 
FWNTs (B-FWNTs), and explores the fundamental properties of these new 
nanomaterials.      
3.1 Boron-Doped Carbon Nanotubes 
The stability of any alterations to the band structure of carbon nanotubes depends 
on the doping mechanism.  Impurities that are absorbed onto the surface of the nanotubes 
may only temporarily alter the band structure because they may detach at high 
temperatures.
[73, 74]
  The most stable p-doping procedure is to substitute an impurity into 
the sp
2
 carbon lattice, which is only achievable with boron due to its similar size as the 
carbon atom.  Impurity atoms any smaller than boron or larger than nitrogen induce too 
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much strain between the neighboring covalent carbon bonds to be successfully integrated 
into the lattice.  Substitutional boron-doping of carbon nanotubes may be achieved 
through different processes with varying effects on the nanotube properties. 
3.1.1 Substitutional doping mechanism 
The procedures to substitute boron atoms into the carbon nanotube lattice may be 
separated into two categories: 1) in-growth doping methods and 2) post-synthetic doping 
methods.  In-growth methods include a concentration of boron in the carbon source 
during the synthesis of nanotubes; these methods include arc-discharge, pulsed-laser 
ablation, and chemical vapor deposition.  Post-synthetic processes substitute boron into 
the carbon lattice after the carbon nanotubes are grown.  In-growth doping methods 
typically effect all the nanotubes in the bulk yield, whereas post-synthetic procedures are 
limited to tubes with open vacancies.
[75]
  In order to influence a greater yield of carbon 
nanotubes, post-synthetic processes are typically conducted at high temperatures in a 
diborane (B2O3) environment.  This disintegrates carbon from the nanotube lattice by 
forming carbon monoxide, which allows boron to be substituted into the vacant site.
[76]
  
In-growth substitutional doping methods are therefore more advantageous because they 
do not require any post-growth disintegration of the carbon lattice and form doped 
nanotubes with a safer single synthesis process. 
3.1.2 Projected change in electrical properties 
The arrangement and concentration of boron atoms in the carbon lattice during in-
growth doping procedures has been studied extensively for SWNTs and MWNTs in order 
to elucidate the varying effects on the band structure.  Theoretical models of the band 
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structure of zig-zag SWNTs demonstrate the expected behavior of greater concentrations 
of boron in the carbon lattice of graphene promote greater shifts of the Fermi level into 
the valence band.
[77-80]
 Although boron concentrations in the carbon lattice may reach as 
high as 15-25 atm% in post-synthetic subsitutional doping methods,
[81]
 McGuire et. al 
demonstrates that boron concentrations above 3 atm% impede the formation of SWNTs 
nanotubes during the growth process.
[82, 83]
   
The behavior of in-growth boron doping in MWNTs is significantly different than 
in SWNTs.
[9, 12, 13]
  Carroll et al. demonstrates that in-growth boron doping procedures of 
MWNTs arrange themselves into islands of BC3 nanodomains with varying sizes.   
Figure 3.1 illustrates the theorized localized density of states (LDOS) of the BC3 island 
superimposed by the LDOS of the metallic (6,6) nanotube the island is embedded in.  
 
Figure 3.1) The theoretical LDOS associated with a BC3 island (encircled region) plotted 
with the LDOS associated with a pure carbon island of the same radius, located far away 
from the B atoms as depicted in the unfolded tube model to the right (to reform the tube 





The formation of BC3 nanodomains in the carbon lattice instigates the alignment of the 
carbon nanotube and the BC3 Fermi levels, which gives rise to the strong acceptor peak 
attributed to the BC3 just below the Fermi level of the nanotube.  A small increase in the 
density of p-type impurity atoms thus dramatically improves the conductivity of the 
nanotubes at room temperature due to this assembly into BC3 domains.
[84]
  Wei et al. 
demonstrates an intrinsic resistivity of boron-doped MWNTs an order of magnitude 
lower than undoped tubes.
[86]
  Although these BC3 domains are also reported to form in 
highly doped (>15 atm%) SWNTs with post-synthetic methods,
[81]
 in-growth doping 
methods do not permit these high concentrations.  Since the contribution of BC3 domains 
to the overall band structure of the nanotubes differs greatly from individual atomic 
substitutions of boron across the carbon lattice, understanding the exact mechanism that 
describes how the boron atoms are integrated into the CNT is important to comprehend 
any change in their electrical properties.  
3.2. Synthesis of Boron-doped FWNTs 
 
In Chapter 2 we discussed a CVD method to synthesize high yields of FWNTs 
with a low defect density from a Co:Mo catalyst embedded in a MgO support.  The 
structural properties are primarily attributed to the composition of the catalyst; therefore, 
in-growth substitutional doping of boron into the lattice of FWNTs was facilitated with a 
similar carbon source decomposing onto the same powder catalyst. Ishii et al. 
demonstrate a CVD process to grow boron-doped FWNTs (B-FWNTs) with a solution of 
boric acid dissolved in methanol pumped into the furnace as the source solution.
[87]
  
Although the carbon source utilized to grow FWNTs previously in Chapter 2 was 





  Reports also indicate that the growth yield of CNTs from pure methanol 
solutions is low compared to mixtures with ethanol.
[58]
  This is due to a greater atomic 
decomposition of carbon from ethanol as opposed to methanol; however, the amount of 
carbonaceous impurities is tapered with higher concentrations of methanol in the source 
solution.  The optimal solution based carbon source to grow B-FWNTs thus stems from a 
mixture of ethanol and methanol hosting a low concentration of boric acid.  Figure 3.2 
depicts a schematic of the experimental setup for the in-growth substitutionally doped B-
FWNTs synthesized in this study. 
 
Figure 3.2) A schematic of experimental setup for the in-growth substitutionally doped 
B-FWNT synthesis via a solution-injected CVD method.  The carbon feedstock is 
provided by a syringe pump injecting an alcohol mixture containing dissolved boric acid 
at a slow rate with a carrier gas into the tube furnace.  The growth is conducted in the 
tube furnace with the exhaust passed through a water bubbler. 
 
As seen in Figure 3.2, a syringe pump carrying the source solution inserts a needle into 
the tube furnace suspended over the powdered catalyst.  A carrier gas composed of Ar/H2 
is used to ramp the temperature and set the flow rate of the vaporized source during the 
growth.  An exhaust bubbler is attached as a precaution to dilute any acid vapor that may 
condense away from the furnace.   
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3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Structure, morphology, and composition of B-FWNTs 
The Co:Mo:MgO catalyst for the CVD growth is synthesized through a 
combustion method with a ratio of 1:0.5:100, which is outlined in Chapter 2.  The source 
solution for the CVD growth of the B-FWNTs is prepared by dissolving boric acid in a 
1:1 methanol + ethanol mixture so as to contain 2 atm% boron.  After the furnace is 
ramped to 850 °C the source solution is injected into the furnace via the syringe pump at 
20 mL//hr for 33 minutes with Ar flowing at 1600 sccm as the carrier gas.  Figure 3.3 
depicts a CVD growth yield of the B-FWNTs under these conditions. 
 
 
Figure 3.3) Growth yield of B-FWNTs in quartz sample holder. The black powder is the 
carbon nanotubes, while the grey powder covering it is a secondary phase. 
 
 
The CVD growth yield demonstrates significant nanotube formation with large 
lengths extending several microns with varying degrees of bundling and curvatures.  The 
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morphology and dimensions of the as-grown nanotubes are depicted in Figure 3.4.  
Figure 3.5 illustrates the same nanotubes following a thermal purification step for 1 hr at 
500 °C.   
 
 
Figure 3.4) TEM images of BFWNTs produced via a CVD conducted at a 850 °C 
growth temperature with a 2.0 atm% boron source solution containing an 




It is clear from Figure 3.5(a) that the nanotubes maintain a high aspect ratio with small 
bundle sizes no more than several nanotubes.  The particles intermingling with the 
nanotubes are residual catalyst particles from the growth yield.  Figure 3.5(b) 
demonstrates that the nanotubes have very few structural defects such as kinks or stunted 
growths.  Since these nanotubes are grown to possess few morphological defects with a 
high aspect ratio, it is clear that the CVD growth process fabricates high quality 
nanotubes from the Co:Mo:MgO catalyst despite a new carbon source and the presence 
of concentrations of boron in that source.  Figure 3.5(c) and Figure 3.5(d) demonstrate 
that the wall number of the nanotubes fits within the range of FWNTs, demonstrating that 
the growth process successfully fabricates FWNTs with a source solution that includes 
boron.   The dark outlines in these HRTEM images are the concentric graphitic walls of 
the CNT.  Figure 3.5(c) displays several nanotubes with wall numbers ranging from 2 to 
7, as well as a presence of defective nanotubes.  Figure 3.5(d) demonstrates a nanotube 















Figure 3.5) TEM images of B-FWNTs produced from a CVD conducted at a 850 °C 
growth temperature with a 2.0 atm% boron source solution containing an 
ethanol/methanol mixture as a solvent with a 1:1 weight ratio after thermal purification at 
500 °𝐶 at various magnifications. 
 
In order to confirm that the FWNTs fabricated by this new growth process 
successfully includes boron in the carbon lattice, Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy 
(EELS) was conducted on the as-grown CNT sample.  As transmitted electrons move 
through the sample they may be inelastically scattered, which forms an energy-loss 
spectrum.  The excitation of inner shell electrons by a transmitted electron gives rise to 
ionization edges in the energy-loss spectrum, which reflect binding energies that are 
mostly hundreds or thousands of electron volts.  Since core-electron binding energies 
differ for each element and each type of shell, the ionization edges can be used to identify 
which elements are present in the specimen.  Figure 3.6 displays an energy-loss spectrum 





Figure 3.6) An EELS spectrum measured at the point indicated at the point on the 
nanotube in the STEM inset image.  The background and EELS cross-section are 
demarked by the red and green spectra, respectively. 
 
The ionization edges of boron and carbon are marked on the energy-loss spectrum of the 
carbon nanotube; the ionization edge of the boron atom is located at 188 eV and the 
ionization edge of the carbon atom is located at 284 eV, with each representing the 
excitation of 1s electrons in the K-shell to a 𝜋∗ orbital in the hybridized sp2 network.[101]  
The inset of Figure 3.6 depicts the scanning-transmitted electron microscopy image that 
marks the scanning site on a nanotube for the EELS measurement at the arrow.  The 
bright white material that the nanotube emanates out from is an agglomeration of catalyst 
particles.  Once the background of the energy-loss spectrum is extracted and subtracted, 
the cross-section of the energy-loss spectra 𝜎𝐾 and the intensities at the ionization edge 𝐼𝐾 
for each element may be quantified.  The number of atoms per unit area that contribute to 




  (3.1) 
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with 𝐼𝑇 representing the total transmitted intensity of the electron beam.  The ratio of N 
for each element in the spectrum gives an atomic ratio of the elements in that scanning 
area.  The atomic ratio of boron to carbon derived from the EELS measurement in Figure 






Boron (B) 0.03 ± 0.004  2.78  
Carbon (C) 1.00 ± 0.000  97.22  
Table 3.1) The atomic ratio of boron to carbon of the BFWNTs as derived from the 
EELS measurement in Figure 3.6. 
 
The quantified atomic percent of boron within the FWNT measured by EELS 
demonstrates the success of the in-growth CVD doping method.   The atomic percent of 
boron in the nanotube was found to be greater at EELS scan points closer to the catalyst 
agglomeration, as demonstrated in Figure 3.7 and Table 3.2. 
 
Figure 3.7) An EELS spectrum measured at the point indicated at the point on the 
nanotube near the catalyst in the STEM inset image.  The background and EELS cross-










Boron (B) 0.08 ± 0.011         7.22 
Carbon (C) 1.00 ± 0.000  92.78  
Table 3.2) The atomic ratio of boron to carbon of the BFWNTs as derived from the 
EELS measurement in Figure 3.7. 
 
Since the source solution in the CVD growth of the B-FWNTs consists of 3.0 atm% 
boron, it is expected that the boron content throughout the nanotube to be less than or 
equal to that if the individual boron atoms are individually substituted into the carbon 
lattice uniformly.   Electron energy loss spectroscopy measurements on a finite point of a 
nanotube may register boron content greater than 2.0 atm% due to a coincidence that 
more boron atoms substituted into the lattice in that scanning area or because the boron 
atoms arrange themselves into BC3 nanodomains in the carbon lattice during the nanotube 
growth.  In order to better elucidate the behavior of boron substitution in the carbon 
lattice of the nanotubes EELS measurements were taken in a line scan along the length of 
a CNT extending out of a cluster of catalyst particles.  Figure 3.8 illustrates the energy-









Figure 3.8) (a-b) Electron-energy loss spectra measured along the B-FWNT at various 
locations on the line depicted in the STEM image.  (c) The resulting concentration of 
boron at the locations along the EELS line scan of the nanotube in the STEM 
measurement is given by the bar graph, with the x-axis representing the location of the 
EELS scan. 
 
The 1s → 𝜋∗ and 1s → 𝜎∗ transitions are clearly visibly for carbon with the K-edge at 284 
eV.
[102]
  The same transitions are detectable for boron with the K-edge at 188 eV for 
some energy-loss spectra.  This indicates varying atomic ratios of B/C across the 
nanotube.  Figure 3.8(c) depicts the relative composition along the line scan of the 
nanotube in Figure 3.8(b), which shows that there is higher boron content in the 
nanotubes closer to the catalyst.  This agrees with previous reports that boron primarily 
a) 
b) c) 
Line scan location (x8nm) 
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substitutes into the carbon lattice near the tube ends during the growth of CNTs.
[103]
  
Atomic percentages of boron near the end of the CNT range above the 3.0 atm% boron 
content found in the source solution.  This suggests that the boron does not evenly 
substitute into the carbon lattice throughout the nanotube, but concentrates towards the 
ends of the nanotubes extending out of the catalyst.  This behavior may be indirect 
evidence for the formation of BC3 domains as opposed to individual atomic substitutions. 
 The effect of the growth parameters on the structural characteristics of the B-
FWNTs was investigated.  Previous reports indicate that reduced growth temperatures 
during the CVD process form fewer carbonaceous impurities with the CNT yield.  To 
investigate the effect of temperature on the CVD growth process for B-FWNTs, the 
source solution of 1:1 methanol /ethanol with a 2.0 atm% boron content was introduced 
to the tube furnace after ramping to 750 °C.  Figure 3.9 shows TEM images of this 







Figure 3.9) TEM images depicting the solution-injected CVD growth yield of BFWNTs 
with a lower growth temperature of 750 °C at various magnifications. 
 
 
It is clear that the decreased growth temperature does not impede the fabrication of 
nanotubes during the CVD process.  Furthermore, it is observable that the nanotubes have 
a high aspect ratio with wall numbers within the FWNT range.  Another impact factor 
within the CVD growth process is the carbon content of the source solution.  Reports on 
CVD growths of FWNTs indicate that a higher concentration of methanol in a 
methanol/ethanol carbon source solution reduces the amount of impurities in the growth 
yield.
[58]
  A CVD growth of B-FWNTs was thus conducted with a carbon source solution 
consisting of a 3:1 methanol/ethanol ratio with a 2.0 atm% boron content.  Figure 3.10 







Figure 3.10) TEM images depicting the solution-injected CVD growth yield of BFWNTs 
with a higher methanol content in the source solution of 3:1 methanol to ethanol at 
various magnifications.  
 
 
It is observable in Figure 3.10a that the altered source solution with a higher methanol 





exhibit high aspect ratios, yet also demonstrate a significant number of kinks and 
bundles.  Figure 3.10b demonstrates that the wall number of the doped CNTs grown with 
a 3:1 methanol/ethanol source solution is within the range for FWNTs, with CNTs 
possessing a wall number of 3 and 5 clearly visible in the TEM image. It is also 
observable that the B-FWNTs in Figure 3.10b possess structural deformations along the 
graphitic walls in the form of “wavy” with fluctuating inner and outer diameter.  This 
behavior is investigated further later in this chapter.   
A comparison of the structural characteristics of the B-FWNTs grown by CVD 
processes with various conditions may be drawn from their Raman spectra.    Figure 3.11 
illustrates the Raman spectra of B-FWNT growths with different combinations of the 







Figure 3.11) (a) Raman spectrum of as-grown B-FWNTs, grown at 850 °C with 1:1 
methanol/ethanol, (b) Raman spectrum of as-grown B-FWNTs, grown at 750 °C with a 
1:1 methanol/ethanol source solution, and (c) Raman spectrum of as-grown B-FWNTs, 






The comparative metrics for these spectra are shifts in the wavelengths of the 
characteristic peaks (D-band, G-band, and G’-band) reported for undoped FWNTs and 
differences in the ratio of the D-band and G-band intensities (D/G).
[83, 104-109]
  These 
characteristics are summarized for the spectra in Figure 3.11 in Table 3.3. 
 
 
Table 3.3)  Characteristic features of Raman spectra for BFWNT samples synthesized 
under various source solutions and CVD growth temperatures, such as the wavenumber 
of the D-band, the wavenumber of the G-band, the wavenumber of the D’-band, and the 
ratio of the D-band peak intensity to the G-band peak intensity. 
 
 
Previous studies demonstrate that p-doping the carbon lattice with boron will lead 
to shifts in the characteristic peaks of the Raman spectra of the B-FWNT; upshifts in the 
G-band occur due to alterations to the Fermi energy, and downshifts occur in the D-band 
and G
*
-band due to a weaker C-B bond compared to C-C bonds.  As we see in Table 3.3, 
there is a strong downshift of the D-band of undoped FWNTs by approximately 12.3 cm
-1
 
and a stronger downshift of the D’-band by approximately 19.2 cm
-1 
for Growth 1.  This 
infers weaker coupling of B-C bonds included in the carbon lattice due to boron 
substitution.  In addition, there is a dramatic increase in the ratio of the D-band and G-
band intensities (D/G = 0.1511) from that of undoped FWNTs (D/G = 0.0986).  This 
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indicates that boron doping of carbon nanotubes disrupts the graphitization during the 
growth of carbon nanotubes, which is reported in previous studies.
[83]
  The downshift of 
the G-band is uncharacteristic for a p-doped graphitic lattice; however, reports indicate 
that shifts in the G-band are insignificant at low boron concentrations substituted into the 
carbon lattice.
[92]
   
Growth 2 demonstrates a downshift in the D-band of undoped FWNTs by 
approximately 9.7 cm
-1
 and in the D’-band by approximately 24.2 cm
-1
, which also 
indicates shifts in the structure of the carbon lattice from undoped FWNTs.  The ratio of 
the D-band and G-band intensities for Growth 2 is D/G=0.1897, which is also a 
significant increase than that for undoped FWNTs.   The greater D/G ratio for Growth 2 
than for Growth 1 suggests that a decrease in the growth temperature of the CVD method 
fabricates B-FWNTs with a higher defect density.  Smaller downshifts from the 
wavelengths of the D-band and the D’-band in the Raman spectrum of undoped FWNTs 
occur for Growth 2 than for Growth 1.   This suggests that the greater D/G ratio for 
Growth 2 is not due to higher concentrations of B-C bond formations in the carbon lattice 
than Growth 1.  Thus lowering the temperature during the CVD growth may lead to B-
FWNTs with greater morphological defects such as kinks and bends, or more 
carbonaceous impurities. 
 Growth 3 demonstrates a downshift in the D-band of undoped FWNTs by 
approximately 7.6 cm
-1
 and in the D’-band by approximately 4.0 cm
-1
, which also 
indicates shifts in the structure of the carbon lattice from undoped FWNTs.  The ratio of 
the D-band and G-band intensities for Growth 3 is D/G=0.1803, which is also a 
significant increase than for undoped FWNTs.  The D/G ratio for Growth 3 is greater 
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than for Growth 1 but nearly equivalent to Growth 2; however, the downshift of the D-
band and D’-band wavelengths from those of the undoped FWNTs is significantly lower 
in Growth 3 than in Growths 1 and 2.  There is also an upshift in the G-band wavelength 
for Growth 3 from that of undoped FWNTs by 3.0 cm
-1
, which is characteristic for a p-
doped graphitic lattice.  Evidence of boron substitution in Growth 3 may be drawn from 
the upshift in the G-band, the downshift of the D-band, and downshift of the D’-band 
from the undoped FWNTs; however, the increase in the D/G ratio from Growth 1 may 
not be caused from increased boron substitution since the shifts in the wavelengths of the 
characteristic peaks in Growth 3 from those of the undoped tubes are smaller than the 
shifts for Growth 1.  Therefore, it may be concluded that increasing the methanol content 
of the source solution forms nanotubes with greater defect density or forms yields with 
greater quantities of carbonaceous impurities. 
 Thermal gravimetric analysis of the B-FWNT growth yields was conducted to 
determine their content and the thermal stability of the doped nanotubes.  The blue line in 
the TGA measurement illustrates a comparative reference point of the nanotube yield 
thermal stability.  Figure 13a depicts the TGA measurement of B-FWNT grown at 850 
°C with a 1:1 methanol to ethanol source solution.  Figure 13.b depicts a TGA of B-





Figure 3.12) (a) TGA of B-FWNT grown at 850 °C with a 1:1 methanol to ethanol 
source solution, Growth 1 and (b) a TGA of B-FWNT grown at 850 °C with a 3:1 






For each regression the amorphous carbon oxidizes at approximately 300 °C, which 
agrees well with literature.  It is clear by comparing the TGA regressions in Figure 3.12 
that Growth 1 has a higher thermal stability than Growth 3.  This is due to the larger area 
under the TGA curve past 500 °C for Growth 1 compared to Growth 3, which demarks a 
higher oxidation temperature of the doped nanotubes.  Since the D/G ratio of Growth 3 is 
higher than Growth 1, the lower thermal stability of Growth 3 may be attributed to a 
higher defect density in the nanotubes.   This indicates that the BFWNTs of Growth 1 
possess a higher graphitic quality than Growth 3.  Another observation is that the carbon 
content in Growth 1 contains 6.6 wt% amorphous carbon whereas there is 10.8 wt% 
amorphous carbon within the total carbon content of Growth 3.  These quantities were 
evaluated by distinguishing the two carbon phases in the mass loss spectra from 200-700 
°C and determining the relative mass loss within the total carbon oxidized during the 
thermal treatment.  It may be concluded therefore that the CVD yield in Growth 3 
produces less thermally stable nanotubes and a higher impurity content than Growth 1. 
 It was mentioned that morphological characteristics of B-FWNTs include wavy 







Figure 3.13) TEM with various magnifications of the morphology of wavy B-FWNTs, 
which clearly demonstrates fluctuations in the inner and outer diameters of the nanotubes. 
 
According to Figure 3.13, inner and outer diameters are not uniform across the entire 





numbers, with the deformations propagating through all the graphitic walls at each 
occurrence.  Figure 14a displays a FWNT with five walls, with a fluctuation of the inner 
wall reaching Δ𝑑 ≈ 0.85 𝑛𝑚 and a fluctuation of the outer wall reaching Δ𝑑 ≈ 2.0 𝑛𝑚.  
It is observable in the high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image that the change in the inner 
and outer wall diameters is not uniform at each deformation.  Figure 14b displays a TEM 
image depicting inner and outer diameter fluctuations in FWNTs with four and five walls.  
Approximate changes in the inner diameters are Δ𝑑 ≈ 0.8 𝑛𝑚 for the five-walled 
nanotube and four-walled nanotube, while the changes in the outer diameters are 
Δ𝑑 ≈ 0.66 for the five-walled nanotube and Δ𝑑 ≈ 1.13 𝑛𝑚 for the four-walled nanotube. 
3.3.2 Impact of purification on BFWNT spray-coating properties 
As mentioned in the previous section, Growth 1 of BFWNTs was conducted with 
a CVD growth at a temperature of 850 °C with a 2.0% atm boron solution with a mixed 
solvent of ethanol/methanol at a ratio of 1:1.  Since the TEM images of the nanotubes 
synthesized in each of the growths demonstrated significant degrees of bundling, an ink-
making process described in Chapter 2 was utilized to disperse the BFWNTs in IPA.  A 
thermal purification step to eliminate amorphous carbon from the growth yield without 
reducing the BFWNT content was conducted on the pristine nanotube yield at a 
temperature of 500 °C for 1 hour in accordance with Figure 3.12(a).  Approximately 30 
mg of the purified BFWNTs were then refluxed in 80 mL of a 10 M HNO3 solution for 
approximately 2 hours, as described in Chapter 2.  The refluxed BFWNTs were then 
washed with over 500mL of DI water via a vacuum filtration, and then redispersed in IPA 
at an approximate concentration of 0.6 mg/mL.  The resulting inks were finally spray-
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coated with an airbrush (A470M airbrush at 200 kPA of argon) onto 100mm
2
 area on a 
cleaned glass substrate heated to 120 °C. 
Although the expected sheet resistance of the spray-coated films was expected to 
be nominally lower than the undoped FWNT spray-coatings at the same thickness, it was 
quickly discovered that it was in fact at least an order of magnitude higher.  An 
investigation into the spray-coated film characteristics reveals that a secondary phase 
exists in the random network that may impede the electronic transport, as seen in the 








Figure 3.14) SEM images at various magnifications of spray-coated BFWNT films 
following a reflux of the nanotubes in 10 M HNO3 for about 2 hours.  Images were taken 
at high contrast in order to illuminate the BFWNTs along with the presence of a 
seemingly amorphous secondary phase.  
 
The SEM images of the spray-coating surface clearly display BFWNTs with a high 
aspect ratio incorporated in a random network, along with a secondary phase that appears 
as an amorphous impurity.  Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) does not distinguish 
any unordinary element from the sample; only carbon, oxygen, and boron are most 
prevalent in the sample.  This secondary phase is most logically supplied during the CVD 
synthesis of the BFWNTs, as evidenced by the additional grey powder visible on the 
surface of the CVD growth yield in Figure 3.3.  The consistency of this grey phase is 
much lighter and separates easier than the powder of tangled nanotubes.  After separating 
the grey “ash” from the CVD growth yield, ATR-FTIR measurements were performed 




possess primarily BFWNTs.  Figure 3.15 presents the FTIR spectrum of Growth 1 with 
both phases present in the sample. 
 
 
Figure 3.15) ATR-FTIR spectrum of Growth 1 BFWNTs with the wavenumber of 
prevalent peaks labeled. 
 
The wavenumbers of the characteristic peaks in Figure 3.15 may be representative of 
multiple components, including oxygenated graphitic structures, boron oxide, and boric 
acid.   These conclusions are formed based on evidence of the formation of a white 
powder on the window of the tube furnace during the CVD growth, which is reported as 
boron oxide and boric acid in the literature.
[92]





 may represent in-plane B-O-H bending and asymmetric B-O stretching 





however the faint peak at 1024 cm
-1
 is characteristic of B-O-C stretching that attributes to 
boron-carbon bonding,
[95, 96] 
 in which case the 1135 cm
-1
 peak may represent B-C bond 
stretching.
[89-91]
  Interestingly, there is no distinct peaks reflecting C=C bonds of graphitic 
carbon, wherein the 1135 cm
-1
 may represent C-O groups.
[97]
   
The grey “ash” was isolated from Growth 1 in order to distinguish the 
contributions of the secondary phase towards the FTIR spectrum of Growth 1.  Fourier 
Transform IR spectra of the secondary phase in the initial growth yield reveal peaks at 
wavelengths characteristic of boron carbide and amorphous carbon, as seen in Figure 
3.16.   
 
Figure 3.16) FTIR spectrum generated from an ATR measurement of grey “ash” from 
Growth 1 of the CVD synthesis of BFWNTs as depicted in Figure 3.3. 
 
The characteristic wavelengths in Figure 3.4 are representative of bonds reported for 
boron oxide; a wide peak centered at about 3350 cm
-1 
for stretching of O-H bonds and a 
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sharp asymmetric peak at about 1196 cm
-1
 representative of B-O deformation.  Boron 
carbide was eliminated as the prominent secondary phase since the broad shoulder around 
1050 cm
-1
 characteristic of boron carbide phonons is not present.
[98,99]
 Another condition 
that is not met for the formation of prevalent boron carbide impurities during the CVD 
procedure is a high growth temperature (> 1000 °C).[89, 100]  
After the secondary phase was oxidized at 500 °C we see additional peaks 
characteristic of oxygen groups appear in the FTIR spectrum, as seen in Figure 3.17. 
 
Figure 3.17) FTIR spectrum generated from an ATR measurement of grey “ash” from 
Growth 1 of the CVD synthesis of BFWNTs after an oxidation at 500 °C for 1 hour. 
 
As illustrated in Figure 3.17, a peak emerges in the FTIR spectrum at about 1407 cm
-1 
representing B-O bond stretching.  Furthermore, a sharp peak at 1024 cm
-1
 emerges after 
the oxidation, which is attributed to B-O-C bond stretching.  It is also observable in 
Figure 3.17 that the peak representing O-H bonds flattens after the oxidation with regards 
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to the background baseline while the absorption peak intensity at 1184 cm
-1
 attributed to 
B-O bond deformation increases.  This illustrates that there is a decrease in amorphous 
carbon after oxidation, but not a removal of the secondary phase.  Although these peaks 
infer that the secondary phase consists of boron oxide, the additional B-O-C peak 
muddles the explanation of the exact structural composition from the FTIR spectra. 
 Since it appears that the secondary phase of the CVD growth yield consists of 
bonds that attribute to boron oxide, an additional purification step was instituted to 
remove it from the BFWNT yield.  After thermally treating the as-grown BFWNTs, the 
grey “ash” was carefully scraped off the primary phase.  The primary phase BFWNTs 
were then dispersed in methanol and boiled via a heating mantle in order to dissolve any 
residual boron oxide remaining after scraping off the “ash.”  After the BFWNTs were 
boiled in methanol for 1hr, an ink-making process was conducted to disperse the 
nanotubes in IPA following a reflux in 10 M HNO3 for 2 hours and then a rinse in DI 
water via a vacuum filtration.  The resulting inks were finally spray-coated with an 
airbrush (A470M airbrush at 200 kPA of argon) onto 100mm
2
 area on a cleaned glass 
substrate heated to 120 °C.  Figure 3.18 demonstrates SEM images of the surface of the 
spray-coatings, which may be compared to Figure 3.14 to determine a difference in the 







Figure 3.18) SEM images of spray-coated surface of methanol-washed BFWNTs 
refluxed in 10 M HNO3 for 2 hours and dispersed in IPA at an approximate concentration 






The surface coating depicted in Figure 3.18 demonstrates a clear decrease in the 
amorphous phase material overwhelming present in the SEM images depicted in Figure 
3.14; however, there is still a distinguishable impurity intermingled with the random 
network of BFWNTs.  Since the methanol wash is expected to remove any residual boron 
oxide or boric acid that remain present in the BFWNT growth yield after a thermal 
purification, it may be concluded that an additional impurity phase is formed in the CVD 
synthesis.  Since the elemental composition and molecular structure of the BFWNT 
sample does not distinguish any other unique phases that may be eliminated with 
additional purification steps, it is proven difficult to efficiently eliminate all the 
impurities that may exist in the CVD yield. 
 
Figure 3.18) FTIR spectrum generated from an ATR measurement of Growth 1 of the 
CVD synthesis of BFWNTs after an oxidation at 500 °C for 1 hour. 
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Further contradictions in the composition of Growth 1 appear when considering 
its FTIR spectrum after a thermal purification at 500 °C for 1 hour and a methanol wash, 
as seen in Figure 3.19. The FTIR spectrum in Figure 3.19 displays the characteristic 
peaks of boron oxide (1427 cm
-1 
representing B-O bond stretching and 1182 cm
-1
 
attributed to B-O bond deformation), which are prevalent in the secondary phase grey 
“ash” spectrum  in Figure 3.17 after thermal purification and in the spectrum for 
untreated CVD growth yield in Figure 3.15.  Despite the similarities of these 
characteristic peaks for boron oxide in the spectra of pre- and post-purified Growth 1, 
there is a discernible upshift in the wavenumbers of the peak intensity; a 47 cm
-1
 shift in 
the wavenumber attributed to the B-O bond deformation after thermal purification (1135 
– 1182 cm
-1
) and a 24 cm
-1
 shift in the wavenumber attributed to the B-O bond stretching 
after thermal purification (1403 – 1427 cm
-1
).  This is noteworthy because there is 
smaller 12 cm
-1
 downshift in the wavenumber attributed to the B-O bond deformation 
after thermal purification of the grey “ash” (1196 – 1184 cm
-1
) and no significant shift in 
the wavenumber attributed to the B-O bond stretching that appears after thermal 
purification of the grey “ash” in Figure 3.17 from the existing peak in Figure 3.15.  This 
indicates that there is a structural shift in the primary phase of Growth 1 after a thermal 
treatment independent of the secondary phase, which may possibly be attributed to 
selective oxidation at sites in the BFWNTs where boron has substituted into the graphitic 
lattice.  It is also noteworthy that the emergence of a small peak at a wavenumber 
representative of C=C phonon modes (1639 cm
-1
) appears after the oxidation of Growth 
1, which is expected due to the clear presence of nanotube in the TEM images of the 
purified growth in Figure 3.5. 
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 Although it is clear that the inadequate purification of the BFWNT yield prevents 
the formation of highly conductive spray-coatings, improving the ink dispersion through 
surface functionalization of the nanotube surface is still observed to impact the spray-
coating uniformity and thus improve the electrical properties of the nanotube network.  A 
comparison of spray-coated film properties formed from IPA-based inks containing 























6 – 7  138 
103.5 – 
120.8 
Table 3.4) A comparison of spray-coated film properties formed from IPA-based inks 
containing BFWNTs that are synthesized via a CVD conducted at a 850 °C growth 
temperature with a 2.0 atm% boron source solution containing an ethanol/methanol 
mixture as a solvent with a 1:1 weight ratio.  Each of the BFWNT growths were purified 
at 500 °C and washed in 100 mL of boiling methanol for 1 hour.  Growth BFWNT(2) 
was dispersed in IPA after being refluxed in a 10 M HNO3 solution for 2 hours while 
BFWNT(1) was suspended in IPA without being refluxed.  The sheet resistance was 




It is clear from the comparison of the zeta-potential of the IPA inks and the resulting 
surface coatings that the inks consisting of BFWNTs refluxed in 10 M HNO3 for 2 hours 
(BFWNT(2)) possess a higher zeta-potential, which results in a higher spray-coating 
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uniformity.  Although the conductivity of the BFWNT(2) spray-coating is higher than 
that for BFWNT(1), it is more than an order of magnitude lower than the conductivity 
reached by undoped FWNTs in Chapter 2.  This relatively low conductivity may be due 
to a few reasons: 1) the presence of a disruptive impurity not eliminated by the thermal 
purification and methanol washing steps, 2) the destruction of BFWNTs in the acid reflux 
because of greater reactivity due to inherently greater strain from the boron substitution, 
or 3) higher intrinsic resistance of the BFWNTs due to a greater density of morphological 
defects than FWNTs. 
 In order to address the persistence of impurities in the growth yield, a higher 
oxidation temperature was investigated for the thermal purification.  Although the TGA 
analysis of the sample in Figure 3.12 demonstrates that the elimination of amorphous 
carbon may be achieved at a sustained temperature of 500 °C, the FTIR analysis in Figure 
3.18 demonstrates the presence of O-H bonds and B-O-C bonds at 3352 cm
-1
 and 1024 
cm
-1
, respectively.  This indicates that there may be an inefficient removal of defective or 
amorphous material after a thermal purification at 500 °C that may contribute to the 
impurities that appear in the SEM images of the BFWNT random network in Figure 3.20 
and thus lead to the low conductivity we see in Table 3.4.  In order to investigate the 
impact of the oxidation temperature in the thermal purification of the BFWNTs, Raman 
spectroscopy measurements were performed on as-grown BFWNTs and BFWNTs 













Figure 3.20) Raman spectra of BFWNTs that were synthesized via a CVD conducted at a 
850 °C growth temperature with a 2.0 atm% boron source solution containing an 
ethanol/methanol mixture as a solvent with a 1:1 weight ratio (a) as grown, and that were 
purified at (b) 500 °C and (c) 625 °C. 
 
 













BFWNT (i) 1308 1569 2609 0.1503 
BFWNT (ii) 1321 1576 2608 0.1996 
BFWNT (iii) 1316 1578 2602 0.0327 
Table 3.5) A comparison of the characteristic properties of the Raman spectra in Figure 
3.20;  BFWNT (i) representing the as grown BFWNTs (Figure 3.20a), BFWNT (ii) 
representing the BFWNTs that were purified at 500 °C (Figure 3.20b), and BFWNT (iii) 






Each spectra in Figure 3.20 was normalized by the peak intensity of the G-band; 
however, the comparisons between each spectra may be made between the wavenumbers 
of the characteristic bands in each spectra to distinguish any alterations to the intrinsic 
structure of the BFWNTs after oxidation at each temperature and between the intensity 
ratios of the D-band and G-band to determine the concentration of defective carbon in 
each sample.  It is clear from the Raman spectra in Figure 3.20 that the presence of 
defective carbon is dramatically reduced at an oxidation temperature of 625 °C, reflected 
by the 78% reduction of the D/G ratio to 0.0327 from 0.1503.  Interestingly, the D/G ratio 
of the BFWNT sample purified at 500 °C is about 33% larger than the D/G ratio of the 
as-grown BFWNTs.  This indicates that there is an increase in the defective carbon in the 
BFWNT sample after a thermal purification at 500 °C, while there is a near elimination 
of the defective carbon after a thermal purification at 625 °C.  A possible explanation for 
this behavior may be derived from the TGA data in Figure 3.12.  It is observable in 
Figure 3.12a that the oxidation temperature of the BFWNTs synthesized in Growth 1 is 
close to 625 °C, while the oxidation of the BFWNTs begins to gradually intensify at 
450 °C.  If we connect the behavior of the thermal oxidation from what we observe in the 
Raman spectra in Figure 3.20, we may infer that a temperature of 500 °C is enough to 
deteriorate defective BFWNTs without fully oxidizing them.  At greater temperatures, 
such as at 625 °C, amorphous carbon along with defective nanotubes may be oxidized 
and removed from the growth yield, which is reflected in a significant reduction in the 
D/G ratio of the oxidized BFWNT sample in Figure 3.20(b) from the as-grown BFWNTs 
in Figure 3.20(a).  Since the lower oxidation temperature enhances the defect density of 
defective nanotubes without fully burning them away, we see an increase in the D/G ratio 
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of the oxidized BFWNT yield in Figure 3.20(c) from the as-grown BFWNTs in Figure 
3.20(a).  This explanation may be further supported by comparing TEM images of 
BFWNT sample oxidized at 625 °C, as we see in Figure 3.21, to the BFWNTs oxidized 










Figure 3.21) TEM images of BFWNTs synthesized via a CVD conducted at a 850 °C 
growth temperature with a 2.0 atm% boron source solution containing an 
ethanol/methanol mixture as a solvent with a 1:1 weight ratio. 
 
Although the BFWNT samples depicted in the TEM images in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.21 
both demonstrate morphological defects such as kinks or bends, there is a distinguishably 
greater presence of defective graphitic carbon in Figure 3.5 than in Figure 3.21.    
 The effect of a higher purification temperature on the electrical properties of the 
spray-coated BFWNTs was evaluated by oxidizing Growth 1 BFWNTs at 625 °C for 1 
hour, washing them in 100 mL of boiling methanol for 1 hour, and dispersing them in 
IPA following a reflux in a 10 M HNO3 solution for 2 hours.  Table 3.6 outlines the 
resulting spray-coating characteristics. 
 










4 – 5 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟓 116 172.4-215.5 
Table 3.6) The spray-coated film properties formed from IPA-based inks containing 
BFWNTs that were synthesized via a CVD conducted at a 850 °C growth temperature 
with a 2.0 atm% boron source solution containing an ethanol/methanol mixture as a 
solvent with a 1:1 weight ratio.  The BFWNT growth was purified at 625 °C, washed in 
100 mL of boiling methanol for 1 hour, and dispersed in IPA following a reflux in a 10 M 
HNO3 solution for 2 hours. 
 
We see that a more effective elimination of the defective carbon impurities from the 
growth yield results in random networks of BFWNTs with greater conductivities than 
demonstrated for BFWNTs oxidized at 500 °C.  Since the coating uniformity is good for 
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both BFWNT(a) and BFWNT(2), we may conclude that the greater conductivity of the 
random network in BFWNT(a) is achieved by better eradicating disruptive impurities 
from the film.  It is noteworthy that although the conductivity of the BFWNT spray-
coating increases after instituting a higher oxidation temperature during the thermal 
purification process, the conductivity is still much lower than what is achievable for the 
undoped FWNTs in Chapter 2.  A distinct possibility that may explain this behavior is 
that a higher density of morphological defects causes the BFWNTs to have a higher 
intrinsic resistance than undoped FWNTs.    
 
3.4 Summary 
In conclusion, we introduce a new method to fabricate a novel boron-doped few walled 
carbon nanotube structure via a solution injected CVD synthesis method.  Initial 
characterization of the B-FWNTs reveals that the graphitic lattice contains varying 
amounts of boron, which is reflected in EELS and Raman spectroscopy measurements.  
An investigation into the effect of the growth parameters on the B-FWNT structure 
revealed that a higher concentration of methanol in the source solution forms B-FWNTs 
with a lower thermal stability and a greater concentration of defective carbon.  Additional 
studies on the impurity phases present in the growth yield and purification steps to 
eliminate them revealed the presence of boron oxide among the B-FWNTs, which was 
proven to be effectively removed from a methanol wash purification step.  Although the 
conductivity of subsequent spray-coated B-FWNT inks were demonstrated to be lower 
than undoped FWNTs, the surface functionalization of the B-FWNTs similarly showed 




Chapter 4: Haze of Transparent and Conductive Silver Nanowire 
Electrodes 
4.1 Silver nanowire transparent electrodes  
A solar cell generates power by absorbing light and exciting electrons from a 
semiconductor p-n junction layer.  A critical component of solar cells is the top electrode 
facing the sun, which must be conductive to adequately collect and carry extracted 
charges and also transparent to permit the highest intensity of light to absorb into the 
solar conversion layers.  Transparent conducting electrodes in solar cells are typically 
composed of indium tin oxide (ITO) due to its low sheet resistance and high 
transparency.  Despite these preferred properties for TCEs, ITO is limited by poor 
mechanical properties, scarce indium resources, and expensive manufacturing 
methods.
[111, 112]
  Recent efforts to develop an alternative TCE that is suitable for flexible 
and robust optoelectronic devices have rendered encouraging results for various materials 
such as carbon nanotubes, graphene, conductive polymers, metal oxides, and metallic 
nanowires.
[113-119]
  Among these reports, TCEs formed from networks of silver nanowires 
have emerged as a competitive alternative to ITO.
[120] 
 The following subsections 
elucidate the optimal theoretical  characteristics for TCEs formed from Ag NW networks. 
4.1.1 Optical properties of silver nanowires 
We discussed in Section 2.2.2 that the structure of the conducting sticks in a 
percolation network and the uniformity of the coverage density affect the conductivity of 
the random network.  The optical properties of a Ag NW electrode also depend on the 
physical characteristics of the individual Ag NWs and the density of Ag NWs that form 
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the conductive network.  Due to the high reflectivity of Ag NWs in visible peaks, higher 
film porosity as determined by a lower Ag NW area fraction AF permits networks with 
higher transparency.
[23]
  Although reducing the diameter of the Ag NWs with a fixed 
length in a network with a fixed number density will decrease the area fraction AF, 
decreasing the nanowire diameter in networks with a low AF  will still dramatically 
increase the transmittance of visible light through the electrode.  The effect of the 
diameter on the transparency may be determined using a finite-difference time-domain 
simulation that calculates the dimensionless ratio of optical and geometrical cross-
sections: 
𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 + 𝑄𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡 (4.1) 
where Cext represents the extinction coefficient, which is the sum of the absorption 
coefficient Cabs and the scattering coefficient Cscat.  Further explanation of the FDTD 
simulation mechanism is given in Section 4.3.1.  Bergin et al. reports that Cscat increases 
from 3% to 147% as the diameter of individual nanowires increases from 10 nm to 100 
nm, indicating that larger diameters may reflect more light at greater distances from the 
nanowire surface.  Thus decreasing the diameter of the Ag NWs reduces the reflected 
scattering phenomena by the conductive channels, which ensures high electrode 
transparency.
[23, 27, 121, 122]
  
4.1.2 Optoelectronic performance of Ag NW TCEs 
A figure of merit for TCEs is used to combine the optical transparency and sheet 
resistance into a single quantitative performance metric used to compare experimental 






with 𝜎𝐷𝐶 representing the DC conductivity and 𝑡 representing the thickness of the film.  
The transmittance T of a nanostructured material is given by Equation 4.3: 






with 𝜎𝑜𝑝 representing the optical conductivity and 𝑍0 representing the impedance of free 
space, which may be defined as 𝑍0 = √
𝜇0
𝜀0
.  The boundary condition for Equation 4.3 is 
that the TCE film is much thinner than the incoming peaks incident on its surface, which 
allows us to assume that the imaginary part of the absorption coefficient is negligible.  
The final relation between the transmittance and sheet resistance is described by Equation 
4.4: 





















 is a dimensionless value defined as the figure of merit used to compare the 
performance of various TCEs.
[121, 122]
  Reports indicate that Ag NWs with a high aspect 
ratio (l/D > 100) due to small diameters (< 100 nm) and large lengths (> 10 𝜇m) are 
important to achieve high performance TCEs, such as in Figure 4.1.
[ 121]






Figure 4.1) Plots of the transmittance and coverage density with respect to sheet 
resistance for networks of (a) long Ag NWs (19 𝜇m) purchased from Blue nano and (b) 
short Ag NWs (11 𝜇m) purchased from Nanogap compared to ITO and fluorine doped tin 
oxide (FTO).  Non-linear curve fits of the experimental data for the transmittance and 
coverage density are also plotted for each of the short and long nanowire samples.  This 








Another conclusion from the comparison of literature reports on TCEs formed from Ag 
NW inks is that the fabrication process impacts the optoelectronic performance due to 
variations in surface coating properties and results from post-deposition treatments. 
4.2 Silver nanowire transparent electrode fabrication 
4.2.1 Silver nanowire synthesis 
According to Sections 2.2.2 and 4.1.3, Ag NWs that are very long (> 100 𝜇m) 
with small diameters (< 100 nm) project as the optimal geometry for both the percolation 
of current across the electrode and the transmittance of light through the electrode.
[27, 122]
  
Nanowires that exhibit these geometrical characteristics are referred to as having a high 
aspect ratio, which is the ratio of nanowire length to the diameter.  The most common 
method to synthesize Ag NWs that may be dispersed in an ink solution begins with a seed 
mediated growth.
[124-127]
  Silver nanoparticles are first formed by reducing a metallic salt 
(AgCl) into silver ions that condense into decahedral crystals three to five nanometers in 
diameter in a polyol solution (ethylene glycol), as seen in Figure 4.2.
[125]




Figure 4.2) (a) A TEM image of silver seeds for nanowire growth (inset demonstrating 
the crystal planes). This image was printed from Sun et al., Nanoscale, 2010.
[19]
 (b) A 
schematic of a silver nanowire seed mediated growth reaction where the silver seed 
solution that act as nucleation sites for titrated silver ions (Ag
+
).  The simultaneous 
formation of silver bromide (AgBr) from the addition of a competing salt (KBr) in the 
seed solution tapers the nucleation of silver ions on the seed particles in order to monitor 
the diameter.  The presence of ethylene glycol (EG) perpetuates the one-dimensional 
propagation of nanowire growth by bonding to the (100) planes of the nanowire. 
 
The high surface energy of the [111] planes of the decahedral silver seed particles 
separated by twinned boundaries act as nucleation sites for additional silver ions to 
crystalize and grow into nanowires.  The additional silver ions are supplied via a polyol 
reduction of silver nitrate (AgNO3) carefully titrated into the heated seed solution.  The 
duration of this titration and the concentration of AgNO3 dissolved in the seed solution 
determine the length of the nanowires, while the drop rate of the titration impacts the 
nanowire diameter.  In order to promote uniaxial propagation of the silver ions 
crystallizing on the seed particles, a polymer (CTAB, PVP, etc) is also included in the 
seed solution.  Such polymers form a micelle around the [100] crystal planes that exist 





fold multiple twinned [111] planes on the nanowire endcaps during the titration of 
AgNO3.  Reports also indicate that the addition of a small amount of a competing salt 
such as KBr or CuCl in the seed solution can taper the crystallization of silver ions onto 
the seeds and promote thinner diameters, as depicted in Figure 4.2b.
[4, 124, 126]
   
 
Figure 4.3) Images of the (a) seed solution before the titration of AgNO3 and (b) the 
solution after the titration of AgNO3, where the translucent yellow seed solution has 









Figure 4.3 illustrates the color change of the growth solution after the AgNO3 titration to 
the seed solution, indicating the growth of Ag NWs.  After the silver nanowire growth is 
terminated by cooling the solution and removing the polymer and salt impurities from 
solution via centrifugation in methanol, the nanowires may be evenly dispersed in a water 
or alcohol-based ink as seen in Figure 4.4. 
4.2.2 Silver nanowire electrode formation 
In addition to maximizing the aspect ratio of the Ag NWs, networks of uniformly 
dispersed conducting channels promote the highest transmittance at the lowest sheet 
resistance.  A uniform network ensures even percolation across the electrode and 
prevents areas with greater reflective losses than individual Ag NWs due to a localized 
high number density.  Silver nanowires that are suspended in solution may be deposited 
through various methods to form random networks of Ag NWs that serve as transparent 












Each method has its own challenges to efficiently preserve the dispersion achieved in the 
ink suspension during the deposition process.   A simple drop-cast can deposit Ag NW 
inks onto a substrate, but the coatings often form nanowire agglomerations within the 
network.
[130]
  This is due to uneven evaporation rates of droplets with large wetting 
thicknesses, which may be prevented with more precise coating techniques such as 
Meyer rod coating or spray-coating.






Figure 4.5) A schematic illustrating the dry-transfer process for fabricating TCEs on a 




Figure 4.6) Images that illustrate (a) a vacuum filtered Ag NW network derived from an 
ink suspension and (b) an example of a dry-transferred electrode random network of Ag 
NWs on a PDMS substrate.  
 
Filtrations of dilute Ag NW inks onto microporous filters exhibit very high 
uniformity of the Ag NW network since the stable suspension remains intact for the 
duration of the solvent removal.  Madaria et al. demonstrates a dry-transfer method to 
form a TCE from a Ag NW network formed via a filtration; a Ag NW network is peeled 
off an anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) microporous filter with a transparent flexible 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) “stamp,” which is illustrated in Figure 4.5. The dry-
transfer method is advantageous because it may be conducted at room temperature 




electrostatic spray deposition.  The dry-transfer method is utilized to find the transparent 
electrodes studied in this chapter, as diagrammed in Figure 4.6. 
4.3 Transmission haze in TCEs 
 Transmission haze or transmission haze is an important characteristic of 
transparent electrodes in solar cells because it offers a unique advantage for light trapping 
in thin-films.  Thin-film modules offer a host of benefits in commercial photovoltaic 
devices; such as flexibility, lower costs, lighter weight, and smaller modular size for 
handheld devices.  The primary limitation in thin-film solar cells is a low absorbance of 
wavelengths near the bandgap of the semiconductor, especially in cases of indirect 
semiconductors like silicon as seen in Figure 4.7.  Significant efforts are being made, 
therefore, to introduce light trapping mechanisms that improve the light absorption in the 
thin solar conversion layers.
[135-137]
   Since diffuse light scattering causes transmitted light 
to propagate at an angle from the incident axis, the path length of diffuse transmitted light 
is longer than the path length of specular transmitted light, as seen in Figure 4.8.  This 
enables more light to be absorbed in the conversion layers of thin-film solar cells, and 
thus enhances the current density of those solar cells.
[138-140]  
While most reports indicate 
that large aspect ratios achieved by small diameters and long lengths best optimize the 
performance of Ag NW TCEs, larger diameters are conversely attributed to larger 
scattering cross-sections.  The study in this chapter elucidates the significance of haze in 
evaluating nanostructured TCE performance in solar cells, and calls in to question the 





Figure 4.7) A plot of the photon energy of incident light waves versus the absorption 
coefficient of silicon that demonstrates thin films of silicon (< 1 𝜇𝑚) are inadequate 
absorbers of light at their band gap energy. 
 
 
Figure 4.8) A schematic that demonstrates path length of light propagating through a 
TCE with high optical haze is longer than for low optical haze, which enables greater 
light absorption in the conversion layer beneath the TCE in the solar cell stack. 
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4.3.1 Mie theory of diffuse light scattering 
The Mie scattering theory describes the interaction of spherical particles in the 
presence of external electromagnetic waves.
[141]
  The balance of energy during these 
interactions and the propagation of scattered waves are deduced through a discussion 
involving the Poynting theorem.  The Poynting theorem states that the rate of 
electromagnetic energy W that propagates out normal to a surface A may be described by: 
𝑊 = − ∮ 𝑺 ∙ ?̂? 𝑑𝐴 (4.5) 
where  𝑺 ≡
1
𝜇0
(𝑬 × 𝑩) is the Poynting vector that describes the energy per unit time per 
unit area, or the energy flux density. This is more conveniently utilized as the time 




Re{𝑬 × 𝑯∗} (4.6) 
If we consider an imaginary sphere of radius a and surface A around a finite particle, we 
find that the rate of energy removed from the incident waves is expressed as a sum of the 
energy scattering rate and energy absorbing rate of the particle. 
𝑊𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 𝑊0 − 𝑊𝑠𝑐𝑎 + 𝑊𝑒𝑥𝑡 
𝑊0 = − ∮ 𝑺0 ∙ ?̂?𝑎 𝑑𝐴 
𝑊𝑠𝑐𝑎 = ∮ 𝑺𝑠𝑐𝑎 ∙ ?̂?𝑎 𝑑𝐴 
𝑊𝑒𝑥𝑡 = − ∮ 𝑺𝑒𝑥𝑡 ∙ ?̂?𝑎 𝑑𝐴 
where ?̂?𝑎 represents a unit vector normal to the spherical surface.  
In a non-absorbing medium: 
𝑊𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 𝑊𝑎𝑏𝑠 + 𝑊𝑠𝑐𝑎 (4.7) 
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These rates may be normalized into optical cross-sections C that are relative to the 
intensity of the incident waves I0 and then further normalized by the geometrical cross-




}  𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑎 =
𝑊𝑠𝑐𝑎
𝐼0
 , 𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑠 =
𝑊𝑎𝑏𝑠
𝐼0
 , 𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑡 =
𝑊
𝐼0




}   𝑄𝑠𝑐𝑎 =
𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑎
𝐺
 , 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 =
𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑠
𝐺




These efficiency factors describe the penetration of scattering and absorbing interactions 
beyond the geometrical boundaries of the particle.  Bohren and Huffman extrapolate 
efficiency factors for infinite non-absorbing cylinders, and demonstrate that the scattering 
efficiency normal to the cylinder axis heavily depends on the cylinder radius and incident 
angle.
[141]
  The diffuse scattering efficiency of waves with incident angles normal to the 




Figure 4.9) Schematic of the 2D simulation setup used to calculate the light scattering 
behavior at normal incidence from a single silver nanowire with a radius of R. The center 
of the nanowire is the origin of the axes. The green box represents a Total Field Scattered 
Field (TFSF) source with a length of 500 nm in the x-direction. The length is chosen 




Investigations into the scattering cross-sections of nanowires depicted by elliptical 
cylinders
[143]
 and arbitrary cross-sections
[144]
 have also been investigated.  Regardless of 
the symmetry of the nanowire cross-section, Bessel and Hankel functions are the 
fundamental components to describe the scattered external and internal field.  These 
fields are quantized in a FDTD simulation by measuring the power flux (Poynting vector) 
through monitored planes in a scattering model, as exemplified in Figure 4.9.  A 
cylindrical Ag NW with a large aspect ratio rests on a semi-infinite dielectric plane.  A 
plane wave with either a TE or TM polarization (as defined in the inset) is incident on the 
nanowire from above and is perpendicular to the plane of the substrate.  Monitors are put 
outside the Total Field Scattered Field source (green box in Fig. 4.9) to detect the 
scattered power flow (time-averaged Poynting vector) in order to get the forward 
scattered power (i.e. power that resides within an angle of 90̊ from the z-axis).  The ratio 
of these measured quantities introduces a term f, which represents the fraction of forward 









Since the Poynting vector and the resulting scattering mechanism are different between 
TE and TM modes, each mode must be simulated separately in order to monitor the 
different forward scattering fractions and then averaged to get the total averaged forward 
scattering fraction for the incident radiation. 
4.3.2 Measuring transmission haze of TCEs 
The large diffuse scattering efficiency theorized by Mie scattering models of 
infinite cylinders is supported by reports on the optical properties of Ag NW networks.  
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Typical transparency measurements report the total transmittance of light through the 
sample; however, this measurement fails to distinguish specular transmittance from 
diffuse transmittance.  Light waves that pass through the pores in the Ag NW network 
without interacting with the nanowires transmit along the same axis as the incident light 
source, and are categorized by specular transmittance.   Light waves that Ag NWs 
diffusely scatter through the network at angles from the incident source axis are 
categorized by diffuse transmittance.  The ratio of diffuse transmittance to the total 
transmittance of a transparent electrode is referred to as transmission haze. 
 
Figure 4.10) A schematic illustrating the experimental mechanism used to measure the 
transmission haze of a substrate with an integrating sphere and a back reflector; (a) the 
total diffuse scattering through the substrate is measured by detecting the light that does 
not transmit through the open window at a 0° angle from the perpendicular axis to the 
surface of the substrate, (b) the total transmittance through the substrate is measured by 
placing a white reflecting surface at the back window so as to detect all the light 
transmitted through the substrate, (c-d) and the experimental error of the system is 
measured to be subtracted from the data taken. 
 
 
The diffuse transmittance and total transmittance may be individually measured 
with an integrating sphere in conjunction with a UV-Vis spectrometer in order to 
determine the transmission haze of a Ag NW transparent electrode.  A schematic that 
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distinguishes each measurement is given by Figure 4.10.  The transmission haze is thus 
calculated through the ratio of the diffuse transmittance and the total transmittance upon 
correcting for the experimental error caused by beam alignment and reflection losses 








  In this chapter, (1) the haze factor of small and large diameter individual Ag 
NWs is calculated and compared using Finite Difference Time Domain simulations, (2) 
the contemporary TCE figures of merit were compared for small and large diameter Ag 
NW TCE films, and (3) the haze factor of small and large diameter Ag NW TCE films 
with comparable sheet resistance and transparencies was experimentally measured and 
compared. 
4.4 Experimental Method  
A seed mediated growth process with a slow titration method was used to 
fabricate Ag NWs with small diameters.
[130, 146]
  The synthesis begins with a mixture of 
0.668 g of polyvinylpropyline (PVP) and 0.022 g of KBr in 20 mL of ethylene glycol 
being heated to 170°C for 20-30 min.  The silver seeds are then introduced to the solution 
by adding 0.050 g of silver chloride (AgCl) into the solution.  This is followed by a slow 
titration of the growth solution, 0.220 g silver nitrate (AgNO3) in 10 mL of ethylene 
glycol, for 12-15 min.  The titration of the AgNO3 progressively stacks Ag
+
 ions onto the 
silver seeds, while the PVP restricts this stacking to anisotropic growth of a 1D nanowire, 
and the KBr salt precursor moderates the wire diameter to ensure long thin nanowires. 
The solution remains at 170°C for 30 additional minutes to complete the nanowire 
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growth.   The dispersion is then centrifuged three times with methanol at 6000 rpm for 30 
min. each time to extract the nanowires from the dispersion.  Silver nanowires with an 
average diameter of 150 nm dispersed in ethanol were also purchased from Blue Nano. 
Figure 4.11 displays SEM images taken by a Hitachi SU-70 SEM of Ag NWs 
synthesized with the seed mediated growth with an average radius of 60-70 nm and 
length of about 25 µm and the purchased Ag NWs with an average diameter of about 150 
nm and length of about 20 𝜇m.  It is observable from these images that there is high 
uniformity in length and diameter for both Ag NW yields, and there is a negligible 
presence of nanoparticles impurities.  Ag NW films were transferred onto PDMS 
substrates via a dry-transfer method from a vacuum filtration onto Anopore aluminum 















Figure 4.11) The SEM images of Ag NW; a) percolation network of the film with small 
diameters, b) display of small Ag NW diameters with little deviation, the diameters are as 
small as ~60 nm, c) percolation network of film with large diameters, d) display of large 
Ag NW diameters with little deviation, averaged to be ~150 nm.  
 
4.5 Results and Discussion 
Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) simulations with Lumerical software 
were used to theoretically investigate the haze factor of Ag NWs with relative large and 
small diameters, as depicted in Figure 4.9.  The diameters of the nanowires used in the 
simulations were picked based on SEM images of the two separate Ag NW yields with 
varying diameters.   The simulated percent of incident light transmitted into the substrate 
and the simulated haze factor for different Ag NWs diameters with equal lengths are 



















Figure 4.12) Simulation of the transmittance for a large (150nm) and small (60nm) 
diameter nanowire with (a) TE polarization, (b) TM polarization, and (c) averaged 
transmission; and the transmission haze simulation for a large (150nm) and small (60nm) 
diameter nanowire with (d) TE polarization, (e) TM polarization, and (f) averaged haze 






The transmittance of the larger diameter nanowires is less than the smaller diameter 
nanowires by ≤ 30% according to the average of the TM and TE polarization modes; 
however both large and small diameter transparencies are suitable for TCE utilization.  
Referring to past studies on the resistivity of individual silver nanowires,
[147]
 the intrinsic 
conductivity of silver nanowires does not vary significantly between these two diameters.  
According to the current figure of merit, nanomesh films composed of the smaller 
diameter nanowires with the higher aspect ratio are more suitable for TCEs.   
Figure 4.13 displays the simulated scattered field intensity with regards to the 
scattering angle of the silver nanowires with different diameters.  This demonstrates that 
for both TE and TM polarizations the field intensities that propagate forward are higher 
than the reflected fields.  It is also observable that highest intensities are measured for a 
range of forward angles (0-90°).  Because the forward scattered fields are not restricted to 
negligibly small angles, but expand to larger forward angles as well, the impact of diffuse 
scattered light must be addressed when describing optoelectronic performance of Ag NW 











Figure 4.13) Simulation of the normalized scattered field intensity versus scattering 
angle from the axis normal to the silver nanowire with diffuse scattering represented by 
acute angles (0-90° and 270°-360°) and backscattering represented by obtuse angles (90-
270°) for (a) TE polarization and (b) TM polarization and (c) average of TE and TM for 
60 nm and 150 nm diameter silver nanowires. (a) and (b) are in log scale and (c) is in 
linear scale for clarity. 
 
It is also clear from the simulations in Figure 4.13 that the fraction of light scattered 
forward increases as the nanowire diameter increases.  At a wavelength of 500 nm, the 
haze factor is 40% higher for the larger diameter (150 nm) Ag NWs than small diameter 
(60 nm) Ag NWs, with the haze factor almost entirely disappearing just beyond the 
visible spectra for small diameter Ag NWs.  The higher intrinsic diffuse light scattering 
for Ag NWs with larger diameters suggests that even if the transparency and sheet 
resistance of separate nanomesh films comprised of small and large diameter Ag NW 




the larger diameter Ag NWs would promote a longer average path length in the 
conversion layer than Ag NWs with smaller diameters. 
4.5.1. Comparing the figure of merit of Ag NW TCEs.  
 Films were formed with various number densities comprised of either small or 
large Ag NW diameters by controlling the concentrations of the nanowire dispersions 
before the vacuum filtration.  Figure 4.14 displays the transmittance of the various films 
plotted against their respective sheet resistance.  The sheet resistance of the Ag NW films 
was measured with an inline four-point probe, and the transmittance data was measured 






 Figure 4.14) (a) The transmittance spectrum for the various films formed from vacuum 
filtration of Ag NW dispersions with large diameters (~150 nm), and b) the transmittance 
spectrum for the various films formed from vacuum filtration of Ag NW dispersions with 
small diameters (~60 nm).  
 
Various number densities of nanowires yield Ag NW films with a distribution of 
optoelectronic properties, as demonstrated by Figure 4.14.  According to the figure of 
merit model in Equation 4.4, the films with small diameters exhibit a better performance 
(larger 𝜎𝐷𝐶 values) than those with the larger diameters due to the higher film 
transparencies. 
4.5.2. Comparing the Ag NW TCE haze factor to the figure of merit 
 In order isolate the difference of the haze factor in TCE films comprised of small 
and large diameter Ag NWs, two Ag NW samples with similar the transparency and sheet 




factor of these films was measured by an integrating sphere setup as depicted in Figure 
4.10, and is calculated by Equation 4.11.  The haze was calculated and compared for 
films of each diameter size in order to confirm what nanowire size best enhances forward 
scattering.  The diameter of the wires is the primary contributor to the transmission haze 
measurements because the average nanowire length is approximately the same for both 
Ag NW dispersions.   The comparison of the transmittance and sheet resistance for films 







Figure 4.15) (a) Comparison of experimental transmittance data for a small diameter 
(~60 nm) Ag NW TCE film with Rs = 45 Ω/sq and a large diameter (~150 nm) Ag NW 
TCE film with Rs = 35 Ω/sq, and b) haze factor comparison between the same small 
diameter and large diameter Ag NW TCE films.  
 
The transmittance curves of small diameter and large diameter Ag NW TCE films are 
nearly identical (average deviation is 5.5%) as are the sheet resistances.  According to 
current figure of merit models for TCE performance, these two Ag NW TCE films share 
near equal performances due to the similar transparency and conductivity characteristics.  
The transmission haze values for the large diameter Ag NW TCE films are twice as large 
as the small diameter films.  Despite similar transparency and conductivity of the two 
film types, the TCE films consisting of Ag NWs with larger diameters prove to be better 
for solar cells due to the larger haze values.  This observation opposes the generally 
accepted idea that increasing the aspect ratio by shrinking the nanowire diameters will 




4.5.3. Thin-film CZTS solar cells 
 Thin-film solar cells are an emerging solution for flexible, modular, and cost-
effective photovoltaic technology.  A typical thin-film solar cell stack is given in Figure 
4.16. 
 
Figure 4.16) A schematic of a typical thin-film solar cell stack. 
In the assembly of the thin-film solar cell, first a molybdenum layer is sputtered onto the 
substrate to provide the bottom electrode.  The p-type absorber layer is then coated onto 
the substrate vi a solution-based coating method such as Meyer rod coating, and then 
annealed to fuse the film into larger grains. A thin n-type buffer layer of CdS is deposited 
on the absorber layer via chemical bath deposition in order to protect the p-n junction 
interface.  The n-type ZnO window layer is then sputtered onto the absorber layer to 
complete the p-n junction; however, the buffer layer (50 nm) and window layers (1 𝜇m) 
are thin to prevent the carrier mobility from being inhibited.  The final TCE is applied on 
the window layer to complete the solar cell stack. 
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Solar cell modules that incorporate Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) layers as the conversion 
layer are reported to exhibit efficiencies above 20.0%.    Further research dedicated to 
reducing the fabrication costs of thin-film solar cells demonstrates that an isoelectronic 
replacement of indium and gallium with zinc and tin respectively forms a 
Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 (CZTS) absorber layer with a reported band-gap between 1.32-1.85 eV, 
which provides a suitable photovoltaic (PV) conversion layer from safe and cost-efficient 
materials.
[168-171]
    Reports demonstrate that CZTS kesterite crystals may form absorber 
layers through various solution-based coating techniques and subsequent high 
temperature annealing, which enables solar cell efficiencies higher than 10%.
[172-174.182]
 
 Additional reports introduce a CZTS wurtzite crystalline structure that forms 
nanorods.
[174-178]
  These nanorods may be coated via solution-based methods into a highly 
packed thin-film that enables an annealed absorber layer with large grains.
[175, 179-181]
  
Singh et al. demonstrates a method to fabricate CZTS nanorods by injecting a liquid 
sulfur source into a heated precursor solution containing a ratio copper, zinc, and tin that 
achieves a desired band gap of 1.43 eV.
[179]
  Figure 4.17 illustrates a setup reproduced 




Figure 4.17)  The synthesis setup for a fabrication of CZTS nanorods. In a typical 
synthesis, copper(II) acetylacetonate (0.261g, 1mmol), Zinc acetate (0.091g, 0.5mmol), 
Tin(IV) acetate (0.177g, 0.5mmol) and TOPO (1.353g, 3.5mmol) were mixed with 10mL 
of 1-octadecene in a three-neck round-bottom flask and evacuated at room temperature 
for 30-45mins. The solution was then heated to 240-260°C under an argon atmosphere. 
At 150- 160°C, a mixture of 0.25mL 1-dodecanethiol and 1.75mL t-dodecanethiol was 
quickly injected into the flask which resulted in an immediate color change from dark 
green to wine red and then finally to brown. After injection, the reaction was allowed to 
proceed for 15-30 minutes with continuous stirring. The nanorod growth was terminated 
by a removal of the heating mantle and at 80°C, 2–4 ml anhydrous toluene were added to 
the mixture to quench the reaction. 
 
Figure 4.18 illustrates the CZTS nanorods fabricated by the synthesis method depicted in 
Figure 4.17, with varying degrees of self-alignment clearly visible in the TEM images.  
The CZTS nanorods appear as bullet-shaped nanocrystals with a diameter reaching 










Figure 4.18) TEM images of CZTS nanorods at different magnifications demonstrating 
varying degrees of self-alignment (a, b), and a HRTEM image of a CZTS nanorod 
demonstrating the atomic crystalline structure. 
 
In order to ascertain the band gap of the CZTS nanorods, the absorbance of CZTS 
solutions at varying concentrations was measured at 500 nm with a PerkinElmer Lambda 
35 UV−Vis Spectrometer.  The concentrations of the CZTS solutions were varied by 
increasing the number of drops of CZTS solution in a fixed 10 mL volume of solvent.  
Table 4.1 demonstrates the absorbance measurements of each CZTS sample and Figure 
4.19 demonstrates the linear fit of the absorbance versus concentration.  The absiorption 






Table 4.1) The tabulated data of the CZTS concentration in solution versus the 
absorbance of that solution at 500 nm. 
 
 
Figure 4.19)  A plot of the CZTS concentration in solution versus the absorbance of that 
solution at 500 nm, and a linear fit of the regression.  The slope of the linear regression is 
calculated to be 𝛼 = 0.02, which is the absorption coefficient as calculated by this plot. 
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The Tauc’s relation in Equation 4.12 may be used to determine the band gap of the CZTS 
nanoparticles given the absorbance measurements and absorption coefficient:
[183-185] 
𝛼ℎ𝜈 = 𝐴(ℎ𝜈 − 𝐸𝑔)
1
2  (4.12) 
A plot of (𝛼ℎ𝜈)2 versus ℎ𝜈 illustrates a curve that may generate a linear fit with an x-
intercept at the band gap (Eg).  This plot is demonstrated in Figure 4.20, with a band gap 
approximated at Eg = 1.43 eV 
 
Figure 4.20)  A plot of the (𝛼ℎ𝜈)2 versus ℎ𝜈 that demonstrates a linear fit intercepting 
the x-axis at approximately 1.43 eV. 
 
 Despite the useful band gap and high packing order of the CZTS nanocrystals, a 
high temperature annealing stage is required to fuse the individual crystals into larger 
sized grains that enable a higher current density with less recombination in the absorber 
layer.  The annealing stage of the CZTS layer often dictates the grain size as well as its 
band gap with selenization or sulfurization.
[186-188]
  The SEM images in Figure 4.21 







Figure 4.21)  TEM images of a thin-film composed of CZTS nanorods coated onto a 
molybdenum sputtered soda lime glass substrate, which is then annealed at 500 °C for 














Figure 4.22) SEM-EDS spectra at different locations on annealed CZTS thin-film layers, 
with corresponding SEM images with the scan location marked and tables of the atomic 
compositions at each scan. 
 
It is clear from the TEM images in Figure 4.21 that the annealed grains are discontinuous 
with a large dispersion of sizes.  This may be due to the inhomogenous packing density 
of the CZTS nanocrystals, and the high mobility of the nanorods in the thin-film during 
the high temperature annealing.  It is clear from the Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy 
(SEM-EDS) that there are varying levels of each characteristic element in the annealed 
CZTS film; however, there is a consistently low level of copper and high level of oxygen, 
which is uncharacteristic for CZTS absorber layers.  It may be concluded from the SEM-
EDS data in Figure 4.22 and the SEM images in Figure 4.21 that further study is required 
to successfully fabricate a CZTS absorber layer with the correct stoichiometry and void 
of any secondary phases, which is beyond the scope of this thesis work. 
4.6 Conclusion 
This study provides a theoretical and experimental study of haze properties for Ag 
NWs, and evidence that the current figure of merit for TCEs is insufficient to project the 
performance of TCEs used in solar cell applications.  According to the current models, 
transparency and conductivity are the only properties significant to the TCE performance.  
Although these properties are certainly important, haze factor is a critical property in 
TCEs for solar cells.  This study demonstrates that the impact of haze factor is 
overlooked in films that contemporary figure of merit models would deem identical and 





Chapter 5: Silver Nanowire Transparent Paper-based Electrode 
with High Transmission Haze 
 
Although there are a variety of alternatives to ITO for high performance and 
flexible TCEs, the Ag NWs exhibit a superior transparency, conductivity, and flexibility 
collectively.  Combining Ag NWs with other conductive or flexible components is 
demonstrated to boost the optoelectronic properties and the mechanical properties of the 
composite Ag NW TCE.  Embedding AgNWs in conductive polymers such as poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) or polydiacetylene (PDA) 
are reported to form highly flexible TCEs with high transmittance; however, the 
insulating polymer matrix hinders the connectivity of the conductive network and thus 
increases the sheet resistance.
[148, 149]  
Studies also show that embedding a conductive Ag 
NW network onto the surface of a flexible substrate similarly stabilizes it to mechanical 
strain without compromising the low sheet resistance.
[5, 150]
   
The most common substrate to host flexible electronics is plastic; however recent 
studies report paper substrates with high transparency that are amenable to hosting 
printed electronics.
[151] 
 Printing flexible electronics on paper rather than plastic substrates 
further bolsters economical production due to the renewable, environmentally friendly, 
light-weight, mechanically flexible, and disposable properties of paper.    
5.1 Paper Substrates for Transparent Electrodes 
 Common paper substrates are composed of large cellulose fibers (20-50 𝜇𝑚 
diameter) that instill a high surface roughness, high porosity, and high opacity that 
prevent their ability to host thin-film optoelectronic devices.  Recent research efforts 
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demonstrate paper substrates reengineered with cellulose structures derived from the 
hierarchical composition of wood fibers can exhibit new properties such as high 
transparency, greater toughness, greater elasticity, greater strength, and greater surface 
smoothness.  These paper substrates not only possess optical and mechanical properties 
that match or exceed those of common plastic substrates such as PET, but offer a 
renewable and environmentally friendly alternative to plastics for optoelectronics. 
 The wood fibers extracting from trees that are used to fabricate common paper 
materials ubiquitously used in numerous industries actually possess a cell wall with a 
three-dimensional hierarchical structure, as depicted in Figure 5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1) A schematic detailing the derivation of wood fibers from trees as well as the 
hierarchical structure of these wood fibers, which enables cellulose nanofibers and 




As seen in Figure 5.1, the cell wall of the wood fibers is composed of multiple layers.  
Bundles of cellulose microfibrils form each layer of the cell wall and provide unique 
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structural stability to the cell wall.  Since the S2 layer comprises 75% of the cell wall 
volume, the majority of the cellulose microfibril bundles are extracted from this layer.  
Each of these microfibrils is composed of smaller elementary fibrils less than a micron in 
length with diameters of 1.5 – 3.5 nm aggregated into a distribution of diameters (5-50 
nm) with lengths of several microns.  The assembly of the elementary fibrils into a 
hierarchical structure enables fibers with a diameter from microscale to several nanoscale 
to be extracted from the cellulose fibers by chemical and/or mechanical treatments. 
Nanofibrillated cellulose (NFC) are nanoscale diameter fibers disintegrated from 
wood fibers, and enable the formation of transparent paper with stable mechanical 
properties.  The schematic in Figure 5.2 illustrates a random network assembled from 





Figure 5.2) A schematic depicting the random network of nanofibrillated cellulose 





Transparent paper consisting solely of NFC is reported to reach a transmittance above 
80% and exhibits a surface roughness below 5 nm.  Common paper substrates are 
composed of a network of microsized wood fibers (20 – 50 𝜇m diameter) permeated by 
numerous micro-sized air cavities.  The different refractive indices of the cellulose and 
air (1.5 and 1.0, respectively) causes light scattering at the fiber surfaces that renders the 
entire substrate opaque.  The improved transmittance of NFC paper substrates attributes 
to a higher density fibrous network that diminishes the pore size of the air cavities, and 
thus reduces the reflective loss. 
 Although the NFC paper may exhibit an optical transmittance and surface 
smoothness suitable for optoelectonic device integration, the procedures to extract NFC 
from wood fibers is very time and energy consuming.  The energy consumption of NFC 
manufacturing has progressed from high pressure homogenization of wood fibers with an 
energy consumption of 25,000 𝑘𝑊 ∙ ℎ/𝑡𝑜𝑛 to the formation of a cellulose “nanopulp” 
with an energy consumption of 443 𝑘𝑊 ∙ ℎ/𝑡𝑜𝑛.  Low concentrations of NFC (≤ 2 𝑤𝑡%) 
in water may be vacuum filtered and dry-pressed to form nanopaper substrate; however, 
the filtration process is extremely slow due to the gel-like viscosity of the NFC 
suspension.  In addition to the limitations of the manufacturing process, paper substrates 
formed exclusively with NFC exhibit very low transmission haze due to the small 
scattering cross-section of the NFC.   
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A hybrid network of microscopic wood fibers and NFC may be fabricated to form 
transparent paper with higher transmission haze.  A schematic of this hybrid network is 
illustrated in Figure 5.3, and represents Generation 2 of transparent paper. 
 
 
Figure 5.3) A schematic of how an opaque porous network of wood fibers with 
diameters between 10-50 𝜇m is transformed into a transparent substrate with significant 
diffuse scattering. NFC with diameters between 5-30 nm fill the space within the wood 
fiber network to create a denser hybrid network from the two cellulose structures that 





The manufacture of Generation 2 hybrid paper is more energy efficient than that for 
Generation 1 nanopaper since the fibrous network consists of lower concentrations of 
NFC.  The NFC fills the microsized pores in the network of wood fibers, which decreases 
the reflectance off the surface of the substrate.  The transmittance of Generation 2 
transparent paper is reported to exceed 90%.  The transparent hybrid paper substrate 
demonstrates high transmission haze due to the large scattering cross-section of the larger 
wood fibers.  Fang et. al demonstrates that the transmission haze and transmittance of the 
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hybrid paper substrate is directly related to the concentration of NFC in the fibrous 
network;
[154]
 greater concentrations of NFC result in increased transmittance, but 
decreased transmission haze.   
 The nature of increasing the transmission haze of transparent substrates at the cost 
of increasing the reflectance and thus decreasing the transmittance is a well reported 
behavior in transparent paper and other transparent substrates, and presents a conundrum 
for designing substrates suitable for thin-film solar cells.  As we discussed in Chapter 4, 
transparent electrodes for solar cells exhibit the best performance with high optical 
transmittance in conjunction with high transmission haze.   
5.2 Synthesis of Transparent Paper with High Haze 
A transparent paper with simultaneously high transmission haze may be 
fabricated by creating a dense network of microscopic cellulose fibers, which offers an 
optimal substrate for the transparent conducting electrode of thin-films solar cells.  A 
schematic of the transformation of a porous network of microscopic fibers into a denser 
network after chemical treatments is depicted in Figure 5.4, and represents Generation 3 
of transparent paper technology. 
 
Figure 5.4) A schematic illustrating the transformation of a network of microscopic 





As seen in Figure 5.4, the chemical pretreatment of the wood fibers alters their 
morphology to allow them to stack into a dense network.  The collapse of the pores in the 
fibrous network while preserving the large scattering cross-section enables paper 
substrates with high diffuse transmittance.  This structural design overcomes the 
prevalent pattern of a higher transmission haze adjoining lower optical transmittance. 
The alteration of the cellulose fiber morphology occurs during an oxidation of the 
fibers with (2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl)oxy, or TEMPO.  As described in the 
report by Fang et al., five grams of bleached sulfate softwood pulp extracted from 
southern yellow pine was dispersed in water to form a 1% pulp solution.  The wood pulp 
solution was reacted with 10% wt TEMPO with constant stirring to oxidize the cellulose 
fibers, while a small concentration of NaBr and a continuous titration of NaClO stabilized 
the pH of the aqueous solution at 10.5 to prevent it from becoming acidic.  The TEMPO-
treated wood pulp was diluted to approximately 0.2 wt % in solution with deionized 
water.    
The TEMPO treatment introduces carboxyl bonds to the cellulose molecules.  
These carboxyl bonds provide repulsive electrostatic forces that oppose the hydrogen 
bonds that aggregate the microfibril bundles in the cell wall of the wood fibers, which 
results in the fibers opening, compacting, and disintegrating into shorter lengths.  The 
energetically favorable oxidation sites across the wood fibers are at locations where the 
typically crystalline cellulose structure is disordered; therefore, the resulting TEMPO-
treated fibrous network has a higher packing order and is composed of cellulose 
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microstructures with higher crystallinity. These effects to the fiber structure after the 
TEMPO-treatment process is demonstrated in Figure 5.5. 
 
 
Figure 5.5) (a) The morphology of original bleached sulfate wood fibers under an optical 
microscope. Inset is a 0.25 wt% original bleached sulfate wood pulp suspension. (b) The 
morphology of TEMPO-oxidized wood fibers under an optical microscope. Inset is a 0.25 
wt% TEMPO-oxidized wood fiber suspension. SEM images of unzipped TEMPO-





It is clearly observable in the comparison of the optical microscope images of the wood 
pulp solution in Figure 5.5(a) and the diluted TEMPO-treated wood pulp solution in 
Figure 5.5(b) that the tubular fibers are disintegrated and flattened into microstructures 
that are more visibly transparent than their previous form.  Figure 5.5(c) better elucidates 
this structural transformation with an SEM image of a TEMPO-treated wood fiber 





the fibers opening, with the width expanding and the length segmented into smaller 
microstructures.  This disintegration of the fibrils is also observable on the surface of the 
cell wall in Figure 5.5(d), where chinks in the surface appear from the removal of 
cellulose nanofibers during the TEMPO-treatment. 
This diluted TEMPO-treated wood pulp was used to fabricate transparent paper 
with a vacuum filtration method using a 20 cm filter membrane (0.65 μm pore size 
polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane). The resulting wet film was placed 
between two stacks of regular filter paper and dried at room temperature under pressure.  
The resulting paper substrate is depicted in Figure 5.6. 
 
Figure 5.6) An image of transparent paper produced from TEMPO-oxidized wood fibers 




The unzipped, cleaved, and flattened TEMPO-treated fibers form a dense network with 
high optical transmittance while still inducing considerable diffuse light scattering.  This 
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is demonstrated in Figure 5.6 with the clearly visible lettering when the transparent paper 
is held close, while the lettering becomes increasingly hazy farther away from the 
transparent paper due to the light scattering.  The impact of the altered fiber morphology 
on the network density may be demonstrated by comparing the SEM images of the 








Figure 5.7) SEM images of the surface of (a) an untreated regular paper substrate and (b) 
the transparent paper substrate, with the inset magnifying the scale bar to 100 𝜇m.[152] 
 
 
The SEM image in Figure 5.7(a) depicts the surface of an untreated paper substrate, 
which demonstrates the highly porous network of wood fibers.  The SEM image of the 
transparent paper in Figure 5.7(b) clearly demonstrates that the TEMPO-treated fibers 
form a much denser network that conform into a homogenous surface morphology.  The 
insert in Figure 3.7b further illustrates the diminished porosity of the TEMPO-treated 
fibrous network, with scale bar representing 100 𝜇m.  The dual nature of high 
transmission haze and high transmittance as well as the mechanical properties exhibited 





5.3 Transparent Paper Properties 
5.3.1 Optical properties of transparent paper 
The optical transmittance and total transmission haze were measured using a 
PerkinElmer Lambda 35 UV−Vis Spectrometer with an integrating sphere.  The optical 
transmittance of transparent paper is depicted in Figure 5.8, and compared to the optical 
transmittance of a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) plastic substrate and nanopaper 
composed of NFC fabricated by pumping the TEMPO-treated pulp solution once through 
a 200 μm diameter chamber in a Microfluidizer under a pressure of 20,000 psi. 
 




As we see in Figure 5.8, the optical transmittance of transparent paper is above 90% for 
all visible wavelengths.  The approximate 96% transmittance at 550nm is also 
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distinguishably higher than nanopaper and PET, which demonstrates transparent paper is 
more favorable as the transparent electrode substrate for solar cells since that wavelength 
represents the peak intensity of the solar spectrum.   
Figure 5.9 illustrates the transmission haze spectra for the transparent paper, 
nanopaper, and PET substrates measured in Figure 5.8.  Comparing these spectra 
provides more substantial evidence that transparent paper is a more suitable substrate for 
the transparent electrode in solar cells. 
 
 
Figure 5.9) The total diffuse scattering of the transparent paper, nanopaper, and PET 
substrates measured in Figure 5.9.
[152] 
 
Although the optical transmittance of PET is approximately 90% at 550 nm, the 
transmission haze at that wavelength is negligible.  This demonstrates that light incident 
on the PET substrate is not affected by any distinguishable scattering phenomena as it 
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propagates through it.  The optical transmittance of nanopaper at 550 nm is 
approximately 92%, while the total transmission haze is 20%.  This indicates that 20% of 
light propagating through the nanopaper is diffusely scattered at angles to the incident 
beam larger than approximately 5°.  Another way to describe this measurement is that the 
transmission haze of nanopaper may contribute to distinct increases in the path length of 
20% of light propagating through the thin-film conversion layers in solar cells if it is 
applied as the substrate for a transparent electrode in that device.  Despite the high optical 
transmittance of transparent paper, the transmission haze at 550 nm is 60%.  This 
indicates that the percent of light that is diffusely scattered through the transparent paper 
is 3 times that of nanopaper and 60 times that of PET, indicating significantly higher light 
trapping in solar cells that incorporate transparent paper in the transparent electrode as 
opposed to PET or nanopaper. 
 The angular distribution of the diffusely scattered light through the transparent 
paper is measured by a light detector rotated behind the substrate, which quantifies the 
transmitted light intensity at all diffuse angles.  This measurement was repeated for 
multiple incident angles with a 532 nm wavelength laser.  Figure 5.10 illustrates a 
schematic of the setup and Figure 5.11 presents the angular distribution spectrum of the 




Figure 5.10) A schematic illustrating how the angular distribution of the diffusely 
scattered light is measured, with a rotating detector measuring the intensity of light every 
two degrees from −90 ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 90° to the perpendicular axis of the substrate surface. 
 
 
Figure 5.11) A polar plot demonstrating the angular distribution of light diffusely 





The spectra in Figure 5.11 compose a polar plot of the diffusely scattered light intensity 
normalized by the incident light intensity across at angles −90° ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 90° from the 
perpendicular axis of the transparent paper.  The normalized diffusely scattered light 
intensity is also scaled logarithmically for comparative purposes.  The different color 
spectra are each representative of unique incident angles of the 532 nm wavelength light 
source.  It is observable from this plot that although the highest intensity of light is 
measured along the angle of incidence relative to the light source; however, the 
transmission haze of the transparent paper diffusely scatters light at angles 𝜃 ≤ 75° for 
each spectrum.  It is further observable that light incident on the transparent paper at 
increasing angles to its perpendicular axis diffusely scatter at angles increasingly greater 
than 75°.  This data illustrates that regardless of the angle of incidence on the transparent 
paper by a light source, there is a large distribution of path lengths that the diffusely 
scattered light propagates across with respect to a finite distance from the substrate 
surface along its perpendicular axis. 
 The distribution of the incident light on a transparent substrate is effectively 
visualized by illuminating a target behind each sample.  Figure 5.12 depicts targets 












Figure 5.12) Images of the transmission haze effect on 532 nm light transmitted through 




The target behind the transparent substrates displays a circle with a 18.5 cm diameter 
held approximately 30 cm away.  The transmitted beam through the PET in Figure 
5.12(a) and through the glass in Figure 5.12(b) remains brightest in the middle of the 
target, with a negligible light intensity distributed at any large distances from the center 
cross-hair.  This indicates that no distinct diffuse scattering phenomena occur as the 
incident beam propagates through the PET and glass samples.  Figure 5.12(c) 
demonstrates that the high transmission haze of the transparent paper distributes the 
transmitted light across a large area on the target, with a distinguishable intensity of 
diffusely scattered light existing outside the target circumference.  This is a clear 
indication that the transmission haze of transparent paper elongates the path length of 




 Another unique behavior of the transparent paper is the effect of substrate 
thickness on the optical properties.  Figure 5.13 displays the transmission haze of 
transparent paper at a thickness from 20 – 69 mm. 
 
Figure 5.13) A plot demonstrating the total diffuse light scattering through transparent 
paper substrates with varying thicknesses.
[152] 
 
An expected increase in the total diffuse scattering by the transparent paper occurs with 
an increase in thickness, which coincides with an increase in scattering phenomena.  An 
approximate 50 mm increase in thickness causes a 9% increase in the transmission haze.  
The corresponding change in the optical transmittance of the transparent paper with 







Figure 5.14) A plot demonstrating the total transmittance of light through transparent 
paper substrates with thicknesses correlating with Figure 5.14.
[152] 
 
The highest optical transmittance of approximately 97% at a wavelength of 550 nm is 
measured for the thinnest transparent paper substrate in Figure 5.14 of 20 mm.  The 
lowest optical transmittance of approximately 95% at a wavelength of 550 nm is 
measured for the thickest transparent paper in Figure 5.14 of 69 mm.  The change in 
optical transmittance of the transparent paper by increasing its thickness by 
approximately 50 mm is a decrease of approximately 2%; however, the lowest measured 
transmittance of approximately 95% in Figure 5.14 is still very high compared to other 
transparent substrates with high transmission haze.  This change in optical transmittance 
is also significantly less than the approximate 9% increase in transmission haze 
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corresponding to the same increase in the transparent paper thickness.  It may be 
concluded, therefore, that increases to the substrate thickness of the transparent paper 
provokes a more significant increase in the transmission haze than the decrease of the 
optical transmittance. 
5.3.2 Mechanical properties of transparent paper 
 The alterations to the morphology of the wood fibers after a TEMPO-treatment 
impact the mechanical properties of the resulting microstructure network.  An initial 
comparison of the mechanical properties of a common opaque paper substrate and the 
transparent paper was conducted via a tensile test, which generates stress versus strain 
curves for each sample in Figure 5.15. 
 





It is common knowledge that common paper substrates tear under low levels of tensile 
stress, which is reflected in Figure 5.15 with the tensile strength reaching 8 MPa.  This 
imparts a very low toughness of 0.15 𝐽/𝑚3 to conventional paper substrates.  The 
transparent paper consisting of TEMPO-treated cellulose fibers displays a toughness of 
1.88 𝐽/𝑚3 that is more than 10 times the toughness of untreated paper substrates.  This 
higher toughness of transparent paper is the product of a dramatically improved 
mechanical stability of the fibrous network after a TEMPO-treatment of the cellulose, 
reflected in a Young’s modulus of approximately 90 MPa and a tensile strength of 105 
MPa that are both an order of magnitude greater than those of regular untreated paper 
substrates.  Table 3.1 reports these mechanical characteristics of the transparent paper, 
regular paper, and also for a flexible PET substrate.  It is clear from these values that 
although the flexible PET may endure much higher degrees of strain that imparts a higher 
toughness than transparent paper, the transparent paper has a much higher Young’s 
modulus and tensile strength than PET.  This indicates that the transparent paper can 
withstand much higher tensile stress without significantly deforming or failing than both 













~ 90 105 1.88 
Regular 
Paper 
~ 0.7 8 0.15 
PET 2-2.7 55-75 ~ 5 
Table 5.1)  Mechanical properties of transparent paper, regular paper, and PET measured 






 The improved mechanical stability of the transparent paper may be explained 
through an investigation of the interactions between the TEMPO-treated cellulose fibers.  
The morphological transformation of the untreated hollow cellulose fibers due to the 
TEMPO-treatment increases the surface area of the cellulose microstructures by exposing 
the inner surface area of the fibers after they are unzipped and improves the packing 
density of the network by rendering flattened cellulose flakes with various sizes.  There 
are consequently many more hydrogen bonds between the cellulose microstructures after 
the TEMPO-treatment of the wooden fibers that stabilize the dense fibrous network, 




Figure 5.16) A schematic demonstrating the change in the number of interfacial bonds 
between a curved wood fiber and a TEMPO-oxidized flattened cellulose fiber.
[152] 
 
5.4 Smooth Transparent Paper for Conductive Electrode 
Paper substrates offer an environmentally friendly alternative to plastic while 
exhibiting nominal optical properties and mechanical stability.  Transparent paper that 
exhibits both high optical transmittance and high transmission haze is realized with a 
densely packed network of cellulose microstructures produced by a TEMPO oxidation 
process of wood fibers.  The optical transmittance of the transparent paper at a 550 nm 
wavelength is measured at approximately 96% for a 50 𝜇m thick substrate with a 
corresponding total transmission haze of approximately 60%.  Quantitative and 
qualitative experiments demonstrate that the diffusely scattered light extends the path 
length of light through the transparent paper without compromising the optical 
transmittance, which is beneficial for thin-film solar cells.  The transparent paper was 
also revealed to exhibit good mechanical stability, with a Young’s modulus and tensile 
strength significantly greater than common opaque paper and flexible PET. 
In addition to these compelling attributes, transparent paper with a conductive Ag 
NW network hosted on its surface may exhibit high conductivity, which makes it the 
most suitable alternative to ITO TCEs in flexible thin film photovoltaic modules.  Ag 
NW films are also reported to exhibit significant diffuse light scattering properties that 
depend on the density of the wires in the network and their diameter.
[23, 27]
  Investigations 
into the total diffuse scattering is previously reported for Ag NW films and paper 
individually, but there are no reports of the angular distribution of light scattered through 
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these respective layers, nor are there any reports of the optical properties for a composite 
TCE of a Ag NW embedded on a transparent paper substrate.   
In this study we introduce a novel TCE structure that consists of an Ag NW 
network embedded onto the surface of a transparent paper substrate through a simple, 
novel lamination process without the need for any pre-treatments.  By embedding the Ag 
NW network onto the surface of the transparent paper substrate through a wet-lamination 
process, the TCE possesses a high mechanical stability while retaining its conductivity.  









Figure 5.17) Schematic of Ag NW network embedded in a nanopaper surface on the 
transparent paper.  (a) Nanofibrillated cellulose was filtered through TEMPO-treated 
paper to form a smooth surface, (b) with a novel lamination process, a filtered Ag NW 
network is embedded in the smooth NFC surface, and (c) the final structure is a uniform 
Ag NW network embedded onto the surface of transparent paper. 
 
This Ag NW paper electrode is low cost, renewable, durable, and demonstrates high 
optoelectronic performance.  Along with introducing a novel TCE structure with nominal 
optoelectronic properties, this study also investigates the unique transmission haze 
properties of the Ag NW transparent paper, and directly correlates these optical 
properties to better light absorption in thin film solar conversion layers as compared to 
similar devices consisting of ITO.
 
5.5 Experimental Method 
A method outlined in Section 5.2 was used to fabricate transparent paper by 
vacuum filtering a 1 wt % solution of TEMPO-treated wood pulp.  Bleached sulfate 
softwood pulp extracted from southern yellow pine was dispersed in distilled water 
containing sodium bromide and TEMPO, and then disintegrated in the solution with a 
Turrax mixer.  A portion of the TEMPO-treated pulp was passed through a 
Microfluidizer to produce nanofibrillated cellulose.  The NFC was then filtered into a thin 
wet NFC film for the purpose of getting high smoothness to host the Ag NW conductive 
network on the transparent paper.  TEMPO-treated pulp was then filtered through the 
NFC film to form a wet transparent paper substrate with a smooth surface layer.  The 
transparency of this substrate reaches 96% at a wavelength of 550nm, as illustrated in 




Figure 5.18) The transmittance curve for the paper substrate before a Ag NW network is 
embedded into the surface. 
 
A 10 mg/ml Ag NW suspension was diluted into 0.1mg/ml with ethanol and filtered onto 
the transparent paper to form a uniform Ag NW film.  Finally, the Ag NW film was 
laminated with the pure NFC layer of the abovementioned transparent paper, and the 
laminated paper was placed between regular filter papers to absorb residue water within 
the wet sheet and dried at room temperature under pressure.  Figure 5.19 depicts the Ag 
NW transparent paper electrode sample. Figure 5.19 demonstrates a visibly homogenous 
Ag NW network on the transparent paper with good transparency.  It is also clear that the 
light scattering through this electrode is very high; the transparency through the electrode 






Figure 5.19) Optical image of Ag NW transparent paper. 
 




Figure 5.20 is an SEM image taken with a ZEISS (LEO) 1550VP SEM that demonstrates 
the Ag NW consists of long wires with a diameter of 100nm.  As previously reported in 
Chapter 4, this larger diameter for the Ag NWs enables greater light scattering. The long 
Ag NW length enables a large percolation network while still enabling a high 
transparency for the Ag NW network, and is depicted in the SEM image of the electrode 
surface in Figure 5.21.
[3, 133, 155]
  It is important to note the obvious embedding of the Ag 
NWs into the transparent paper surface, which stabilizes the mechanical properties of the 
conducting layer and prevent delamination.   
 






Figure 5.22) An SEM image of the cross-section of Ag NW transparent paper. 
 
Figure 5.22 further demonstrates this embedded nature of the Ag NW into the surface of 
the transparent paper, with a clear depiction of the larger transparent paper substrate 
thickness compared to the Ag NW network.  
5.6 Results and Discussion 
5.6.1 Optoelectronic performance  
To verify the initial observations of the high transparency of the Ag NW 
transparent paper electrode, a UV-Vis spectrometer with an integrating sphere was used 
to measure the total transmittance of the entire TCE.  The total electrode transmittance 
with respect to the wavelength is depicted in Figure 5.23.  At a wavelength of 550 nm the 
total transmittance of the TCE is about 91%.  This transparency is among the highest 
reported for TCEs.  This value depends on both the optical properties of the substrate as 
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well as the Ag NW network; the nanowires have minimal impact on the transmittance of 
the composite structure, yet change the paper from insulating to highly conductive.  The 
sheet resistance of this Ag NW transparent conducting paper electrode was measured as 
13 Ω/sqcm.  The total transmittance was measured with a PerkInElmer Lambda 35 UV-
Vis Spectrometer with a Labsphere RSA-ES-20 integrating sphere.   The sheet resistance 
was measured with an in-line four-point probe.   
 





Figure 5.24) Figure of merit versus total transmittance for previous TCE reports, ITO, 
and our Ag NW transparent paper 
[54, 113, 121, 133, 150, 156-158] 
 
Figure 5.25) The tabulated results for the tape test measurement on the Ag NW paper 
TCE sample.  The initial sheet resistance of the sample was measured at 13 Ω/sq, which 
increased to 25 Ω/sq after manually pressing scotch tape down on the sample and pealing 




To evaluate the performance for this TCE, the contemporary figure of merit for 
transparent electrodes composed of nanostructured films with a thickness below the 
percolation limit was used to relate the total transmittance at 550 nm and the sheet 
resistance in Equation 4.4.  Figure 5.24 displays a comparative review of previously 










, and silver nanowires.
[121, 133, 150, 156-158]
 According to this comparison, our 
Ag NW transparent conducting paper electrode has a much greater figure of merit than 
ITO and has the highest figure of merit for solution based TCEs.  It is important to note 
that the previously reported Ag NW TCEs from ink based solutions normalize their 
optical properties to eliminate the impact of the substrate the networks are deposited on.   
The figure of merit for our Ag NW transparent conducting electrode includes the 
substrate within the evaluation of the TCE performance; therefore, it as an accurate 
performance metric within a device rather than as an isolated Ag NW film.  Despite the 
possible reduction in optoelectronic performance that may occur when evaluating the Ag 
NW in conjunction with the substrate, our Ag NW transparent conducting paper still 
possesses the highest reported figure of merit TCEs fabricated with a conventional 
solution based process.  This result is due to the uniform Ag NW network enabled by a 
filtration onto the transparent paper substrate and the subsequent mechanically pressed 
NW junctions during the lamination process.  In addition the performance was 
maintained even after several pealing tests with scotch tape, as seen in Figure 5.25.  This 
demonstrates the high resistance to delamination of the Ag NW transparent paper due to 
the embedded nanomaterials.




5.6.2 Haze properties 
The total diffuse scattering, or diffuse transmission haze, of an ITO sample 
sputtered on soda-lime glass, a transparent paper substrate, and the Ag NW paper was 
measured with a UV-Vis spectrometer with an integrating sphere.  The mechanism for 
haze measurements with an integrating sphere is depicted in Figure 4.8.  The 
transmission haze for the ITO film on soda lime glass is very small (1% at 550 nm), as 
depicted in Figure 5.26(a).  The transmission haze for the transparent paper reaches 59% 
at 550 nm (Figure 5.26(b)), and the transmission haze for the Ag NW transparent paper 
slightly surpasses 65% at 550 nm (Figure 5.26(c)).  These values are accurate 
determinations of the total transmission haze through each sample but do not detail the 








Figure 5.26) The total diffuse transmission haze for (a) ITO on glass, (b) transparent 






An additional experiment to determine the angular distribution of the diffusely 
scattered light through a surface was conducted to expound upon the transmission haze 
values measured by the UV-Vis spectrometer.  The angular distribution of the transmitted 
light emitted from a source normal to the surface is separated into an non-deflected 
component and a diffuse component that extends over all transmitted scattering 
angles.
[159]
  For surfaces like ITO on optically smooth glass, the specular coherent 
component dominates the angular distribution and displays an extremely narrow curve 
with a width that depends on the spot size of the incident beam and the detector area.  An 
ideal specular curve with no haze resembles a dirac-delta function. Surfaces like 
transparent paper or Ag NW networks possess a dense fibrous network that have large 
scattering cross-sections emanating from each nanomaterial, where the diffuse 
component dominates resulting in broadened angular distribution. 
The scattering angle distributions were measured with a detector rotating behind 
sample surfaces illuminated with a 532 nm semiconductor laser, as depicted in Figure 
5.10.  Measurements for an ITO sample sputtered on soda-lime glass (Figure 5.27(a)), a 
transparent paper substrate (Figure 5.27(b)), and the Ag NW transparent conducting 
paper sample evaluated in the previous section (Figure 5.27(c)) were taken with this 
optical setup to show the angular distribution of diffusely scattered light through each 
sample.  As expected, for ITO the angular distribution of the transmitted light is 
concentrated in the incident direction, demonstrating almost entirely specular 
transmittance.  A slight deviation from an ideal dirac-delta regression in Figure 5.27(a) is 
due to the detector area and spot size of the incident beam, making perfect point 
measurements impossible for this setup.  The transmission through the transparent paper 
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substrate in Figure 5.27(b) produces high diffuse scattering in a Gaussian-like pattern.  
The diffuse scattering angle range is defined in this paper as the scattered angles that 
demonstrate a light intensity greater than 5% of the peak intensity at 0°.  The scattering 
distribution extends radially up to 16° from the axis of symmetry for the transparent 
paper substrate, which delivers a maximum scattering solid angle of 32°.    Once the Ag 
NW network is embedded into the paper substrate to form the Ag NW transparent 
conducting paper electrode the scattering distribution extends to 17° in the radial 
direction from the axis of symmetry, which delivers a maximum scattering angle range of 








Figure 5.27) Diffuse scattering angular distribution with arbitrary y-axis units for (a) ITO 






In order to verify the total diffuse scattering of Figure 5.26(c) with Figure 5.27(c) 
the integral of the total angular distribution of the light intensity minus solid angle of the 
incident opening in the integrating sphere of the UV-Vis Spectrometer was taken in polar 
coordinates with respect to 𝜃 and rotated around the incident axis for all 𝜙 angles.  It is 
obvious from these measurements that ITO exhibits specular transmission with no 
significant diffuse scattering phenomena measured, while the Ag NW transparent 
conducting paper electrode exhibits high diffuse scattering across a wide angular range.  
It is also clear from these measurements that diffuse scattering properties are not 
restricted to the paper substrate, or just the Ag NW embedded network, but that there is a 
nominal contribution from each component of the hybrid structure to the transmission 
haze as well as the maximum scattering angle range of the TCE.  The large scattering 
coefficient of the Ag NWs in the conductive network further enhances the diffuse light 
scattering through the transparent paper.  The enhancement of the angular distribution by 
the addition of the Ag NW can be attributed to the compounding scattering mechanisms 
of the paper substrate and the Ag NW network. 
5.6.3 Photovoltaic light absorption simulation 
The transmission haze of a TCE will contribute light trapping that can greatly 
increase absorption and/or reduce required material in photovoltaic devices.  Despite this, 
haze is generally not considered when evaluating and comparing TCE’s.  In order to 
compare the above films and other standard films in terms of potential photovoltaic 
performance, a ray-optics simulation was created in collaboration with the Jeremy 
Munday group in the Electrical Engineering Department of the University of 
Maryland.
[160]
  The simulation was performed with several generalizing assumptions.  
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While these assumptions don’t describe a real device, they do capture all of the important 
physics and give a non-arbitrary comparison of different TCE’s without requiring a large 
number of inputs.  Here we assume: 1) light is incident on the TCE as part of a 
TCE/Absorber/Mirror stack; 2) a fraction of light (T) is transmitted through the TCE on 
the first pass; 3) the angular distribution of light is then split into a diffuse component 
with fractional power 𝐻 with cosine (Lambertian) angular dependence and a specular 
component with fractional power (1 − 𝐻);[161] 4) the reflection at the absorber/TCE 
interface is then determined by Fresnel coefficients;
[162]
  and 5) the diffuse component 
undergoes Lambertian scattering at the absorber/TCE and the specular component 
experiences no scattering but loses coherence at the interface.  The calculated absorption 
values are then weighted by the solar spectrum and averaged. 
Figure 5.28  shows contour plots for the fraction of light absorbed in the 
absorbing layer of several simulated thin film photovoltaic structures with varied 
transmission haze and initial transmission for the TCE.  As shown, in the region of high 
transmission large gains in absorption can be attained by increasing the transmission 
haze.   In addition, Figure 5.28 compares a high performance ITO TCE having no 
transmission haze but 90% transmittance, and the Ag NW transparent conducting paper 
with our demonstrated 65% transmission haze at roughly the same transmittance as ITO.  
Silicon thin films demonstrate over 25% greater light absorption for structures using Ag 
NW transparent conducting paper rather than ITO, as illustrated in Figure 5.28a.  
Similarly gallium arsenide (GaAs) thin films demonstrate over 45% greater light 
absorption for structures using Ag NW transparent conducting paper rather than ITO 
(Figure 5.28b) and cadmium telluride (CdTe) thin films demonstrate over 35% greater 
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light absorption for structures using Ag NW paper TCE rather than ITO (Figure 5.28c). It 
is clear that Ag NW transparent conducting paper induce significantly more light 







Figure 5.28) Light absorption dependence of a structure including either a TCE with 
varying optical properties and an absorber layer (a) a 1 𝜇m thick Si film, (b) a 50 nm 
thick GaAs film, and a 50 nm thick CdTe film.  Light absorption in these absorbers for a 






A new highly stable TCE structure composed of an Ag NW network embedded 
into the surface of transparent paper was achieved and its optoelectronic properties were 
investigated.  Compared to ITO TCEs, the materials and manufacturing methods of the 
TCE reported in this study is cheaper, more flexible, and more amenable to large scale 
manufacturing.  It was demonstrated that the Ag NW transparent conducting electrode 
exhibits better optoelectronic properties according to conventional TCE performance 
models, and is projected to induce greater light absorption in thin film photovoltaic 
absorbers than ITO TCEs due to its greater transmission haze.  There is conclusive 
evidence from the data in this investigation that Ag NW transparent conducting 
electrodes are an optimal replacement for ITO TCEs in thin film photovoltaics based on 







Chapter 6: Conclusion and Outlook 
6.1 Thesis Summary  
 In this work we explore random networks of carbon nanotubes and seek ways to 
maximize the conductivity of these networks by manipulating the intrinsic properties of 
the nanotubes and their interactions between each other in solution.  In order to minimize 
inter-tube bundling in solution while maintaining the structural stability of each nanotube, 
a unique ink engineering process to stabilize FWNTs in an IPA-based solution via 
surface functionalization was developed.  The stabilization of the inks was directly 
related to higher uniformity of the spray-coated random network of FWNTs.  Through 
this investigation, we demonstrate a spray-coated FWNT film with conductivity above 
2100 S/cm, which is the highest for CNT spray-coatings derived from surfactant-free 
IPA-based inks.   
 A novel boron doped FWNT structure intended to lower the resistivity of the 
nanotubes and thus increase the conductivity of subsequent spray-coatings was also 
introduced and investigated.  A unique solution injected CVD process to grow FWNTs 
that are substitutionally doped with boron during their growth was developed and 
optimized.  The structural, morphological, and electrical properties of the boron-doped 
FWNTs were analyzed and compared to the characteristics of the pristine FWNTs.  An 
investigation into the purification of the growth yield revealed a boron oxide impurity 
that may be partially removed with a methanol wash; however, not all impurity phases 
were conclusively identified or removed.  The effect of the ink fabrication process on the 
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properties of the boron-doped FWNTs elucidated the effect of dispersion forces in 
solution on the film uniformity. 
Random networks of silver nanowires were also investigated in this work, with a 
primary focus on their diffuse light scattering behavior.  A theoretical and experimental 
study of the optoelectronic properties of individual Ag NWs and transparent random 
networks Ag NWs examined the difference between their diffuse transmittance from their 
specular transmittance. This analysis provided evidence that the current figure of merit 
for Ag NW TCEs is insufficient to evaluate their use in thin film solar cells due to the 
omission of transmission haze in the performance metric.  
A new transparent electrode composite structure of an Ag NW network embedded 
into the surface of novel transparent paper with high diffuse transmittance fabricated and 
investigated.  It was demonstrated that the Ag NW transparent conducting electrode 
exhibits better optoelectronic properties according to conventional TCE performance 
models, and is projected to induce greater light absorption in thin film photovoltaic 
absorbers than ITO TCEs due to its greater transmission haze.   
6.2 Impact and Future Works 
The research detailed in this thesis work has gained recognition through various 
scientific forums and has the potential to make a significant impact on future device 
technologies and functionalities.  The following subsections outline the As discussed in 
Chapter 2, FWNTs were fabricated and spray-coated to form nanotube networks that 
exhibit among the highest conductivity (~2100 S/cm) for spray-coated CNT films from 
surfactant-free inks.  These films with high electrical performance from scalable and 
printable fabrication methods have unique applications in lightweight or flexible 
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electronics where surfactant removal from an electrode is a primary issue, such as 
flexible batteries, thermal conductors, or circuits.  The results demonstrate the impact of 
nanostructure dispersion forces in an ink solution on the spray-coated film uniformity and 
consequential conductivity, which will improve future ink-processing parameterization 
for surfactant-free FWNT inks.  The content in Chapter 2 was presented at the Materials 
Research Society Spring Meeting 2014 as an oral presentation, and was submitted to 
Nano Research in a manuscript that is currently under revision. 
 In Chapter 3 we introduced a new carbon nanostructure that was fabricated 
through an original solution-injected CVD process as described in this thesis work.  The 
reported study of the structure and composition of the B-FWNTs, the impact of the 
growth parameterization on the subsequent structural properties of the B-FWNTs, and the 
purification of the growth yield are the first ever for this specific nanostructure fabricated 
by this growth method.  The content of this chapter was presented at the Materials 
Research Society Fall Meeting 2014 as an oral presentation, in which I was asked to 
attend a dinner for the invited speakers of the symposium.   Although the investigation on 
the structure, morphology, and purification steps yield compelling results, additional 
studies are needed to explain the disparity between the conductivity of the undoped 
FWNT spray-coatings and of these B-FWNTs.  Two studies that may illuminate an 
explanation to the relatively low conductivity of the B-FWNT spray coatings are 1) an 
investigation into the intrinsic electrical properties of the individual B-FWNTs as 
compared to the undoped FWNTs, and 2) an attempt to properly optimize the growth 
parameters to eliminate the disruptive impurities that form during the CVD of the B-
FWNTs.  The investigation into the electrical properties of the B-FWNTs as compared to 
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the undoped FWNTs may ascertain the impact of the substitutional boron doping on the 
band structure of the FWNTs and their intrinsic resistivity.  Scanning tunneling 
microscopy (STM) has been reported to experimentally confirm the band structure of 
doped nanotubes, which may more conclusively determine whether the mechanism of 
boron substitution into the graphitic lattice is random or forms BC3 nanodomains.
[85]
  A 
direct comparison of the electrical resistivity across individual FWNTs and B-FWNTs 
may be measured by drop-casting a dilute nanotube solution on silicon dioxide (SiO2), 
applying a patterned electrode on the isolated nanotubes via a shadow mask, and 
measuring the resistivity across individual nanotubes for set temperatures.
 
 These 
measurements will determine if the doping mechanism successfully quenched the band 
gap of semiconducting nanotubes and if the conductance across each individual nanotube 
is improved.  Determining the effect of the boron substitution on the band structure and 
the intrinsic resistivity of the B-FWNTs as compared to the undoped FWNTs will 
determine if structural or morphological defects limit the spray-coating conductivity, or if 
the primary limitation draws from the purification of the CVD growth yield.  A 
combination of several CVD fabrication processes with various growth temperatures, 
boron and carbon sources, and solution/gas flow rates may yield a distribution of 
impurity phases that may better illuminate the CVD growth kinetics, which is useful for 
controlling the B-FWNT properties and total contents of the CVD yield.  Additional 
investigations into the secondary phase with combined Raman spectroscopy, TGA, FTIR, 
and TEM may improve the understanding of how to eliminate the impurities from the 
growth yield that may disrupt the charge transport in the random network of B-FWNTs. 
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 In Chapter 4 we revealed an inconsistency in the current performance evaluation 
of TCEs for thin-film solar cells based on a discussion about the impact of transmission 
haze on light absorption and its dependence on the diameter of Ag NWs that form a 
random network.  The results in this chapter promote a reconsideration of the 
performance metric for TCEs in thin-film solar cells that highlights the impact of 
transmission haze, which can alter future designs and research efforts for these devices.  
The content of this chapter was published in Nano Research, which has currently 
garnered 12 citations from other publications.
[166]
  Based on this work, I was invited to 
contribute a chapter that reviews current research and technological progress on Ag NW 
TCEs by the Springer Publishing Company for the “Handbook of Visual Display 
Technology, 2
nd
 edition” expected to be published in 2015. 
 In Chapter 5 we introduced a new TCE for thin-film solar cells formed from a Ag 
NW network embedded on transparent paper with high transmission haze.  The 
optoelectronic properties of 91% total transmittance and 13 Ω/sq is the highest reported 
performance for solution-based TCEs.  In addition to the high total transmittance and low 
sheet resistance, the Ag NW paper TCE demonstrates high transmission haze that 
contributes to higher light absorption in thin-film absorber layers than ITO.  There is 
conclusive evidence from the data in this chapter that Ag NW paper TCEs are an optimal 
replacement for ITO in thin-film photovoltaics based on their superior individual 
performance and projected enhancement of solar device performance.  The contents of 
this chapter were published in the Journal of Materials Chemistry C, which has garnered 
7 citations from other publications.
[167]
  In addition, the contents of this chapter were 
presented at the Materials Research Society Fall Meeting 2013, which was highlighted as 
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one of the top oral presentations of the day by the MRS Meeting Scene.  Although the 
simulated light absorption promoted by the Ag NW paper TCE is an encouraging 
indicator for its use in thin-film solar cells, additional work is required to actually 
integrate this material in thin-film photovoltaic devices.  Another important study that 
may better determine its device functionality is an investigation into the environmental 
stability of the Ag NW paper TCE under humid or harsh environments. 
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